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ABSTRACT
Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) is a powerful, non-invasive
imaging modality capable of providing in vivo measurements of chemical
distributions within an object. This makes it an ideal tool for metabolic
studies in clinical and research settings; yet, despite more than four decades
of development, MRSI has yet to achieve clinical utility due to an inherently
poor trade-off between imaging speed, resolution, and signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR).
The recent integration of subspace-based models into MRSI has signif-
icantly improved this trade-off and demonstrated the potential for high-
resolution, high-SNR metabolic mapping at clinically relevant imaging speeds.
This work further extends subspace-based MRSI methods along two major
avenues.
First, we have developed a novel method for simultaneously providing
tissue magnetic susceptibility information and metabolic information. By
using a specialized data acquisition and processing scheme, we are able to
acquire the 1H-MRSI signals from water as well as the metabolic signals
of interest and use the water image for quantitative susceptibility mapping
(QSM). The proposed method has been evaluated in in vivo experiments and
shown capable of providing state-of-the-art MRSI and QSM of the brain at
millimeter-scale resolutions from a 7 min scan. We have also developed two
novel methods to improve the robustness of this method by correcting for
the effects of intrascan motion.
Secondly, we have developed a molecular-subspace based method for per-
forming dynamic 31P-MRSI. Existing subspace-based MRSI methods require
several minutes to generate a single image. As such, they are not suitable for
studying rapid metabolic processes; however, the proposed method provides
dynamic MRSI with frame-rates on the order of 1 s while maintaining sub-
centimeter spatial resolutions. We have validated the method’s capability to
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provide reproducible dynamic metabolic maps in both preclinical and clini-
cal settings using in vivo and in vitro experiments. The method’s potential
for providing reliable phosphocreatine resynthesis time-constant mapping in
small animal models was also evaluated using in vivo experiments and sim-
ulations, which indicated that estimates with acceptable bias and variance
could be obtained over the majority of the physiological range.
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1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) is a non-invasive imaging
modality that provides molecular-level information about the object being
imaged from Fourier sampled data. The data are acquired by placing the
object in a strong, uniform, static magnetic field, exciting the object’s nu-
clei with radio-frequency (RF) pulses, and then recording the ensuing RF
emissions from the object during the application of spatially and temporally








−i2πt(f+−γ∆B0(x))e−i2πk·xdxdf + η(k, t), (1.1)
where dc(k, t) is the data from the c
th coil, ρ(x, f) is the spatiospectral “spin
density” function, sc(x) is the sensitivity profile from the c
th receiver coil, x
and k are the spatial and spatial-encoding (k-space) coordinates, f and t are
the frequency and temporal coordinates, Vx and Vf are the excited volume
and spectral regions of interest, −γ is a nuclei specific, positive constant called
the gyromagnetic ratio, ∆B0 is the inhomogeneity in the main magnetic field
B0, and η(k, t) is white Gaussian measurement noise.
The spin density distribution ρ(x, f) is also referred to as the image, but
it is significantly different from typical magnetic resonance (MR) images.
Each spatial location in ρ(x, f) is associated with a complex-valued spectrum
instead of a single value, and this additional spectral dimension provides
information about the concentrations and local chemical environments of
the nuclei (e.g. 1H, 31P, 13C, etc.) at that location. A variety of important
physical properties about the object can be inferred from ρ(x, f), including:
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molecular concentrations, pH, magnetic susceptibility, spin-lattice relaxation
constants, and spin-spin relaxation constants [1].
The potential of MRSI for studying metabolism and disease was quickly
realized after its introduction by Paul Lauterbur in 1975 [2], and today there
is a large body of research illustrating the usefulness of MRSI for studying
diseases such as cancer [3–7], stroke [8, 9], traumatic brain injuries [10–12],
post-traumatic stress disorder [13–15], and Alzheimer’s disease [16,17]. Yet,
despite its clear potential and four decades of development, MRSI has yet to
achieve clinical utility. This is due to a poor trade-off between signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), resolution, and data acquisition speed, which stems from the
inherently low sensitivity of MRSI.
At room temperature only on the order of one in one million nuclear
spins contribute to the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal measured
in MRSI. This low sensitivity, combined with the low in vivo concentrations
of the metabolic molecules of interest, leads to very low SNR, which severely
limits the speed at which each (k, t)-space encoding can be acquired. As a re-
sult, sampling (k, t)-space at the Nyquist rate and with suitable averaging for
clinically useful combinations of resolution and SNR requires impractically
long acquisition times. Collecting data for a 2D MRSI image (two spatial
dimensions and one frequency dimension) sampled at the Nyquist rate us-
ing standard techniques requires approximately 30 min to achieve roughly
centimeter-scale resolution. This is not only an impractically long scan time,
but also too low resolution for most clinical applications.
In 1H-MRSI of the brain, this poor trade-off is further exacerbated by the
overwhelmingly large contribution to ρ(x, f) by water and lipid molecules.
The signals from water and lipids in the brain are three to four orders of mag-
nitude larger than those from the metabolic molecules of interest, and these
“nuisance” signals must be removed for accurate analysis of the metabolic
signals [18, 19]. Typically, 1H-MRSI sequences employ special water and
lipid suppression modules during signal excitation to reduce the signal con-
tributions from these molecules [20–24]; however, the addition of suppression
modules increases scan time.
Recently a new subspace-based MRSI framework called SPectroscopic
Imaging by exploiting spatiospectral CorrElations (SPICE) was introduced
and was shown to be capable of providing an improved trade-off between
SNR, resolution, and data acquisition speed [25–27]. By employing a par-
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tially separable model for ρ(x, f), and taking advantage of the low-rank prop-
erties of this model during both data-acquisition and reconstruction, SPICE
provides an order of magnitude acceleration in MRSI data acquisition while
maintaining adequate SNR.
In this work we further extend subspace-based MRSI along two main di-
rections. First, we have developed a method for simultaneously performing
quantitative susceptibility mapping and MRSI. We show that by eliminat-
ing water and lipid suppression pulses from the SPICE excitation scheme
and using a union-of-subspaces based post-processing scheme for nuisance
signal removal [28, 29], the water signal can be used to estimate both tissue
magnetic susceptibility maps and intrascan subject motion. Hence, while
existing techniques require multiple scans to obtain both magnetic suscepti-
bility maps and MRSI images, our method is able to produce both from a
single 5-10 minute scan.
Second, we extend the partially separable model to enable dynamic 31P-
MRSI. The existing SPICE framework requires approximately five to ten
minutes to obtain a 3D MRSI image. This temporal resolution is too low
for studying metabolic processes, such as phosphocreatine resynthesis, which
has a metabolic time-constant on the order of 10 to 100 s [30–32]. By using a
higher-order extension of partial-separability and incorporating a molecule-
based subspace imaging model, we enable dynamic MRSI reconstructions
with temporal resolutions on the order of 1 s.
1.2 Main Results
In this work we extend the SPICE imaging framework to provide:
• Simultaneous 1H-MRSI and quantitative magnetic suscepti-
bility mapping: We eliminate standard water and lipid suppression
modules from our RF excitation scheme and use the measured water
signal to estimate tissue magnetic susceptibility, B0 field inhomogene-
ity, and R∗2 maps. We then separate the water and lipid signals from
the metabolic signals via a union-of-subspaces based post-processing
scheme to generate a high-resolution MRSI image. Two novel motion
correction schemes are proposed to improve the method’s robustness to
intrascan motion. One uses an interleaved navigator scan with a novel
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trajectory to track rigid-body head motion and correct the data for its
effects. The other uses data from a simple navigator readout at the
end of each excitation to detect motion and then replaces the motion-
corrupted data using an interpolation-based method. These methods
are validated using in silico and in vivo experiments.
• Dynamic 31P-MRSI: We utilize a novel molecule-based subspace im-
age model which dramatically reduces the degrees-of-freedom in the
dynamic MRSI image and enables a special data-acquisition and recon-
struction scheme. We show that by learning the spectral and temporal
subspaces of the image from training data using physics and biology-
based constraints, we can reliably perform accurate dynamic metabolic
mapping with an unprecedented combination of spatial, spectral, and
temporal resolutions. The method is validated using in silico, in vitro,
and in vivo experiments.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
This work is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a concise overview of the components in an MRSI
experiment and the important terminology. It then describes the major chal-
lenges in MRSI and how subspace-based methods have been used to address
them. The chapter concludes with a description of how MRSI can be used to
noninvasively infer biologically important chemical properties about a sub-
ject.
Chapter 3 describes our method for performing simultaneous quantitative
susceptibility mapping and 1H-MRSI. Details of the method’s novel data
acquisition and reconstruction strategies are provided, and the results of our
in silico and in vivo studies are provided to validate and demonstrate the
capabilities of the method. Two motion correction schemes for improving the
method’s robustness in practical conditions are then introduced. The details
of each scheme’s acquisition and post processing strategies are described, and
the results from in silico and in vivo experiments are provided for validation.
Chapter 4 describes our dynamic 31P-MRSI method. The method is
motivated using a Cramér-Rao lower bound analysis which shows that frame-
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rates of less than 10 s are needed for accurate quantification of the time-
constant of phosphocreatine resynthesis, which is an important biomarker of
mitochondrial oxidative capacity. Next, the molecule-based subspace model
is introduced as a higher-order extension of the partially separable model used
in SPICE. The method’s data acquisition, reconstruction, and quantification
strategies are then described, and in silico, in vitro, and in vivo experiments
are used to demonstrate the accuracy and reproducibility of the method.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation and discusses possible directions for
future work.





2.1 MRSI Overview and Terminology
The three main components of an MRSI experiment are: (1) the establish-
ment of a nuclear magnetization field in the object, (2) excitation of the
object by RF pulses, and (3) the measurement of subsequent RF emissions
from the object during the application of gradient fields.
The establishment of the bulk magnetization M is accomplished by plac-
ing the object inside the MR scanner, which supplies a strong, spatially
uniform, and static magnetic field B0ẑ, with B0 typically between 1.5 and
3 T. Once within the B0 field, a quantum mechanical phenomenon, known
as Zeeman-Splitting, results in a separation of the population of spin-1/2
nuclei (nuclear spins) based on their quantum mechanical spin states. Nu-
clear spins in the m = 1/2 quantum spin state have less energy than those
in the m = −1/2 state, and this energy difference leads to a population






where Ns is the number of nuclear spins, h is the Plank constant, K is the
Boltzmann constant, and Ts is the temperature of the spin system. The











where ∆V is the differential sample volume and ρs :=
Ns
∆V
is the spin popu-
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lation density [33].
Following the establishment ofM , the object is excited with an RF pulse.
In general, the effect of an external magnetic field, Bext, on M is described
by the Bloch equation
dM
dt






where Mxy = Mxx̂+Myŷ and Mz are the transverse and longitudinal mag-
netization fields and T1 and T2 are time-constants referred to as the spin-spin
and spin-lattice relaxation times [33]. In most MRSI excitation schemes the
RF pulse is designed in such a way as to rotate M by an angle α (referred
to as the flip angle) from its equilibrium value, M0ẑ. This results in the
generation of a transverse magnetization field Mxy which rotates about the
z-axis at the Larmor frequency, f0 = −γB0, while exponentially decreasing in
magnitude at the rate of 1/T2. The remaining longitudinal magnetization
Mz undergoes exponential recovery back to M0ẑ independently of Mx,y at
the rate of 1/T1.
The rotation of Mxy generates its own RF signal, known as a free in-
duction decay (FID), which is detected by receiver coils placed around the
object. Using Faraday’s law and reciprocity theorem, the voltage as a func-




Mxy(x, f) ·Bc(x)dx, (2.4)
where Bc(x) is the magnetic field that would be generated in the subject
if unit current was applied to the coil [34]. Modern MR systems utilize
quadrature detection [33], which leads to the following imaging equation for








with the spin density ρ(x, f) proportional to the magnitude of Mxy(x, f) in
the absence of B0 field inhomogeneities (∆B0) and with the effects of Bc(x)
included into the coil-sensitivity profile sc(x).
During the measurement of the FID signal, an additional pulsed, gradient
field (BG = G ·xẑ) is applied to the object, which causes the frequency and
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phase of the signals emitted by the object to vary linearly in space. The
resulting signal in the RF receiver coil is therefore of the form of Eq. (1.1),





The combination of sequences of RF excitation and gradient pulses used
to collect data in an MRSI experiment is called a pulse sequence. Diagrams
of several MRSI pulse sequences are shown in Fig. 2.1. In these diagrams,
the value of the analog to digital converter (ADC) waveform takes on values
of 0 or 1, to indicate when signal measurement (readout) is taking place.
Gradient pulses can be used to vary the spatial encoding during and before
readouts. The encoding from pulses applied during readouts is referred to as
“frequency encoding” and the encoding from pulses applied before readouts
is referred to as “phase encoding”. For most pulse sequences, the (k, t)-
space trajectory is sampled over several repeated excitations with different
phase encodings. The time between successive excitations is referred to as
the repetition time and denoted by TR. Another important timing variable
is the “echo time” (denoted by TE), which is the time that center of k-space
is first sampled.
2.2 Major Challenges in MRSI
The major challenges in MRSI are low SNR, poor resolution, and long data
acquisition times. These challenges stem from the inherently poor sensitivity
of MR imaging. For an object at room temperature, placed in a 3 T magnetic
field (the typical field strength of most clinical scanners), only about 10
out of every million 1H nuclei (protons) contribute to ρ(x, f).1 The reason
the MRSI signal is measurable is that the number of nuclear spins in a
sample is very large. For example, in the brain the methyl group of the
metabolite N-acetylaspartate (NAA), gives rise to a prominent spectral peak
in ρ(x, f). Given that the typical in vivo concentration of NAA is on the
order of 10 mM [1], in one cubic millimeter, at 3 T, roughly 20× 1010 of the
approximately 20 × 1015 proton spins associated with this group contribute
1See Eq. (2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Several MRSI pulse sequences and their (k, t)-space trajectories.
(a-b) The respective pulse sequence and trajectory of an FID Chemical Shift
Imaging (CSI) acquisition. (d-c) Corresponding diagrams for echo-planar
spectroscopic imaging (EPSI). (e-f) Corresponding diagrams for spiral-CSI
acquisitions. To increase their temporal sampling density, EPSI and spiral-
CSI sequences often include a repetition-varying delay δt, called an echo shift,




This inherently low sensitivity leads to a poor trade-off between acquisi-
tion speed, resolution and SNR. In general, for a discrete Fourier transform






where ∆x is the voxel size, Na the number of averages, Nk the number of
k-space encodings, and BW the readout bandwidth. Hence, for a fixed ac-
quisition time, higher resolution results in lower SNR. This loss of SNR can
be mitigated by averaging the data from multiple acquisitions, but this re-
quires increased scan time. Moreover, because the SNR gains from averaging
are
√
Na, they diminish quickly with respect to the increased scan time. In-
creasing the sampling bandwidth can reduce scan time, but also results in
reduced SNR.
As an example, consider the standard MRSI method, chemical shift imag-
ing (CSI) (Fig. 2.1(a-b)) [35]. Because CSI only uses phase encoding, the
sampling bandwidth can be relatively low (e.g. 2 to 6 kHz) and the SNR
relatively high. Unfortunately, this comes a the cost of long data acquisi-
tion times. The time to sample at Nk k-space locations with Na averages
is NkNaTR. Therefore, sampling a 2D MRSI image at the Nyquist rate to
achieve 1 cm3 resolution over a 240× 240× 10 mm3 field of view (FOV) with
1 average and a TR of 2 s requires approximate 20 minutes. More advanced
acquisition schemes such as echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) and
spiral-CSI (Fig. 2.1(c-f)) employ frequency encoding to sample multiple k-
space locations during a single excitation and reduce the time needed to cover
(k, t)-space, but this too comes at a cost, i.e. increased readout bandwidth
and therefore lower SNR.
In the brain, the concentration difference between metabolic molecules
of interest and those of water and lipids leads to another difficulty. The
concentration of water in the brain is orders of magnitude larger than that of
metabolites [1]. This makes the MRSI signals from water three to four orders
of magnitude larger than those of metabolites. Similarly, high concentrations
of subcutaneous lipids around the brain produce signals that are up to three
orders of magnitude larger than those from metabolites. These overwhelming
“nuisance” signals obscure the metabolic signals (Fig. 2.2) and need to be
10
Figure 2.2: Representative voxel spectrum from an in vivo 1H-MRSI re-
construction illustrating how signals from water and lipids obscure those
from brain metabolites such as N-acetylaspartate (NAA), creatine (Cr), and
choline (Cho). The cut-out shows a magnified region of the spectrum after
the water and lipid signals have been removed, revealing the presence of the
metabolite signals.
suppressed or removed prior to metabolic analysis. Much work has been done
to address this problem using special suppression modules during excitation
and post processing methods [20–24,28].
2.3 Subspace-Based MRSI
The development of more advanced data acquisition schemes along with im-
provements in scanner hardware, such as increased field strengths, and coil
design have helped to improve the trade-off between speed, resolution and
SNR [36–39]. However, these advances alone have not been able to provide
the acceleration needed to make MRSI practical in the clinic. As such, signif-
icant efforts have gone into the development of more advanced reconstruction
schemes [25,26,40–48]. Shared between all of these schemes is the introduc-
tion of an image model which reduces the independence between image voxels
or reduces the number of degrees-of-freedom needed to describe the image,
thereby enabling accurate reconstruction from limited-coverage or sparsely
sampled data. The current work is based on a class of methods which employ
subspace-based image models.
Subspace-based MRSI methods model the spin density distribution ρ(x, f)
11





where {ϕl(f)}Ll=1 is a set of square integrable spectral basis functions,
{cl(x)}Ll=1 represent the corresponding spatial coefficients, and L is the model
order (or separation rank) [49–52]. The partially separable (PS) model was
first proposed for MRI/MRSI by Liang in [49] and implies that the high-
dimensional image resides in a low-dimensional subspace. This further im-
plies that the rank of the Casorati matrix formed from rearranging samples
of ρ(x, f) into a matrix, i.e.
C (ρ) =

ρ (x1, f1) ρ (x1, f2) · · · ρ (x1, fN)





ρ (xM , f1) ρ (xM , f2) · · · ρ (xM , fN)
 , (2.9)
is upper-bounded by L [49]. Hence, the PS model reduces the degrees-of-
freedom needed to describe the image. To see this, note that given M spatial
and N spectral locations, the standard DFT reconstruction has MN degrees-
of-freedom (one per voxel), while the PS model reduces this to L(M + N).
Since L is typically small [25, 26, 49] and M and N large, this can be a sig-
nificant reduction, and allows for high SNR reconstructions to be estimated
from sparsely sampled and noisy data. In particular, it can be shown that
as M tends toward infinity, the decrease in estimation variance provided by
the PS model approaches N/L [53].
Another useful property of the PS model is that it decouples the imag-
ing problem into two sub-problems: spectral basis estimation and spatial
coefficient estimation. These two sub-problems have very different sampling
criteria, which leads to increased flexibility in data acquisition. In particu-
lar, the spectral bases can be well estimated from data with limited k-space
coverage but dense temporal sampling, while the spatial coefficients can be
estimated from data with extended k-space coverage, but sparse temporal
sampling.
A third important property of the PS model is that it has high representa-
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tional power. The following theorem makes this statement more precise [49]:
Theorem 1 Let X1 and X2 be two measure spaces. Let H be the set of
square integrable functions defined on X1 × X2, i.e. H = L2 (X1 ×X2), then
the set of all functions of the form
∑
l=1 cl(x1)ϕl(x2) ∀ cl(x1) ∈ L2(X1)
and ϕl(x2) ∈ L2(X2) is dense in H. Thus, for any f(x1,x2) ∈ H, and







Therefore, by allowing L to be arbitrarily large, any square-integrable2 ρ(x, f)
can be approximated with a PS model to any desired precision.
2.3.1 MRSI Using SPICE
SPICE is an example of subspace-based MRSI that takes advantage of the
low-rank implications of the PS model [25–27]. Given the low-rank con-
straint, a simple way to improve the SNR of an estimate of ρ(x, f) is to form
the corresponding Casorati matrix and then perform a low-rank truncation
using a singular value decomposition [51, 54]. While methods based on this
process are simple and computationally tractable, they can yield poor results
in very low SNR scenarios, and moreover, cannot handle sparsely sampled
data [25].
Instead, SPICE utilizes an explicit subspace approach and performs image
reconstruction using a two-step procedure. First the spectral subspace is
learned from a set of training data, denoted as D1, which has limited k-
space coverage, but dense, extended coverage along t. This can be done
by computing the low-resolution conjugate phase reconstruction from the
D1 data [55, 56], forming the Casorati matrix and estimating the spectral
subspace from its first L right singular vectors. Given the spectral subspace,
the spatial coefficients are estimated from a second set of data, denoted as
D2, which has extended k-space coverage, but sparse (usually sub-Nyquist)
2This is a reasonable assumption in MRSI since ρ(x, f) represents the signal from a
physical object and must therefore have finite energy. More specifically, ρ(x, f) ∈ L2 since
it will have finite spatial support and be exponentially bounded in time (as a result of T2
decay).
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a simple SPICE (k, t)-space sampling trajectory.
Two training datasets are acquired, one with dense sampling along t but
limited k-space coverage (denoted by D1 and shown in blue), and another
with extended k-space coverage but sparse, usually sub-Nyquist sampling
along t (denoted by D2 and shown in red).
sampling along t. The estimation is performed through the solution of a
regularized least-squares optimization problem
Ĉ = arg min
C
‖d2 −F2{CΦ̂}‖22 + λR(C, Φ̂), (2.10)
where d2 is a vector of data from D2, F2{·} is the encoding operator corre-
sponding to the Eq. (1.1) and dependent on the sampling trajectory of D2,
Φ̂ is a matrix with rows made from the estimated spectral basis vectors es-
timated from D1, R(·, ·) is a regularization functional which incorporates a
spatial smoothness prior into the reconstruction for improved conditioning,
and λ is a positive real number controlling the data consistency of the recon-
struction, ‖d2 −F2{ĈΦ̂}‖2. The reconstruction of ρ(x, t) is then computed
from the elements of ĈΦ̂.
A simple (k, t)-space sampling strategy for D2 and D1 is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The k-space coverage of D1 is limited so that the data have greater SNR,
thereby enabling accurate spectral subspace estimation. These data can be
acquired with a standard CSI sequence. In contrast, the k-space coverage of
D2 must be extended for accurate high-resolution spatial coefficient estima-
tion. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, such as with an EPSI,
or a spiral-CSI acquisition.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the speed and SNR gains provided by the SPICE
framework for 2D proton MRSI of the brain. The figure shows the NAA
distribution estimated from a standard CSI acquisition and conjugate phase
reconstruction, along with the corresponding distribution and a representa-
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tive voxel spectrum from an equivalent-time SPICE acquisition. It can be
seen that SPICE provides greatly increased resolution while still maintaining
good SNR.
2.3.2 Union-of-Subspaces Based Nuisance Signal Removal
A key step in the reconstruction of the SPICE results shown in Fig. 2.4
is the removal of the nuisance water and lipid signals from the D1 and D2
datasets. This is accomplished using a recently developed union-of-subspaces
based algorithm. The method separates the contributions to ρ(x, f) from
metabolites, water, and lipids and models each of them as partially separable,
ρ (x, f) =rM (x)
PM∑
p=1








cL,p (x)ϕL,p (f) ,
(2.11)
where rM(x), rW (x), rL(x) are the respective spatial support functions of









p=1 represent the re-
spective spatial coefficients and spectral basis functions. The spatial support
functions are determined from anatomical reference images acquired from
relatively short scans before or after the SPICE scan, and nuisance signal
removal is performed by estimating the spin densities of the water and lipid
signals and then removing their contributions to the measured data in D1
and D2. The removal process is similar to that of the SPICE framework and
consists of three main steps:
1. Estimate the spectral basis functions from D1.
2. Estimate the spatial coefficients through the solution of the following
regularized least-squares problem
Ĉ = arg min
C














Figure 2.4: Results of a 2D proton MRSI experiment on the brain illustrating
the advantages of SPICE over standard CSI. (a) Anatomical reference image
of the brain region of interest at 2 mm2 resolution. (b) Estimated ∆B0 map.
(c) Estimated NAA peak integrals obtained from the CSI acquisition with
9×9×10 mm3 resolution. (d) Equivalent time EPSI-based SPICE acquisition
with 2× 2× 10 mm3 resolution. (e) Representative voxel spectrum from the
SPICE reconstruction at the red dot in (d). See Table 2.2 for metabolite
abbreviations.
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, and R is the spa-
tial support operator R = diag {RM ,RW ,RL}, with RM , RW , RL
corresponding to RM(x), RW (x), RL(x).
3. Subtract the nuisance signal contributions from the D1 and D2 data.
The contributions to the data are computed from the estimated nui-
sance signals Cns = RW ĈW Φ̂W + RLĈLΦ̂L, as F1{Cns} as F2{Cns},
respectively. Note that Fi{·} is the encoding operator for Di.
2.4 Biology and MRSI
MRSI is well suited to studying biological processes under in vivo conditions
because it is a non-invasive imaging modality which can be used to infer
important chemical properties about the subject such as molecular concen-
trations, pH, and tissue magnetic susceptibility. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 list some
of the major MR observable molecules for proton and phosphorus (31P) MRSI
along with their biological functions. These molecules are involved in a vari-
ety of important metabolic processes including signal transduction, aerobic
and anaerobic respiration, neuron mylenation, and cellular growth. Using
MRSI, molecular concentration estimates of these molecules can be inferred
from the spectral structure in ρ(x, f) and used as biomarkers for studying
metabolism and disease [1].
Aside from B0 inhomogeneities, the two main effects responsible for off-
resonance spectral components in ρ(x, f) are the chemical shift effect, and
J-coupling (also known as indirect dipole-dipole coupling). These two effects
are the result of quantum mechanical interactions between nuclear spins and
the intramolecular electron cloud [57] which lead to a first-order and second-
order perturbation in the resonant frequency, respectively. The result of these
two effects is that each type of MR visible molecule contributes a unique
resonance structure to ρ(x, f), characterized by off-resonant spectral peaks.
The off-resonance frequency shift of a spectral peak is referred to as the
peak’s chemical shift. Chemical shifts are proportional to B0 and are usually
on the order of −γB0× 10−6. To account for differences between MR systems,
chemical shifts are typically reported in normalized units of ppm, defined as
the frequency shift from some reference compound’s peak and normalized by
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−γB0 × 10−6. In phosphorus MRSI, for example, the standard reference peak
is that of phosphocreatine (PCr), which is defined to have a chemical shift
of 0 ppm.
The resonance structure of water is particularly important. Local tissue
magnetic susceptibility, which is effected by biological factors such as blood
oxygenation, can be estimated from the chemical shift of the water resonance
peak [58]. The linewidth of the water resonance is also important because it
varies significantly between different tissue types, thus providing the multi-
tude of tissue contrasts in MRI. In fact, the primary contrast mechanism for
fMRI, one of the most important modalities for imaging brain connectivity,
is that of blood oxygenation-induced changes in the lineshape of the water
resonance [59].









Important reserve for ATP (during periods of stress, PCr is broken down to




Essential compound for many metabolic functions





Essential co-enzyme for many metabolic functions
(redox reactions, respiration, signal transduction, etc.) [62]




Water concentration regulation in myelinated neurons
Nutrient source for production of lipids and myelin in ogliodendrocytes




Found in phospholipid bilayer of cell membranes
Precursor for acetylcholine (neurotransmitter involved in muscle activation) [65]
Creatine
(Cre)
Generation of PCr in the Creatine-Kinase reaction which is used to buffer the
levels of ATP during periods of stress or increased energy need [60]
myo-Inositol
(mI)








Excitatory neurotransmitter involved in learning and memory [70,71]
Precursor to GABA (important inhibitory neurotransmitter) [72]
Important for citric acid cycle (Krebbs cycle) [73]
Responsible for Umami (savory) flavor [74]
Lactate
(Lac)
Byproduct of anaerobic respiration [75]
Source of pyruvate (needed for aerobic respiration) [76]
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CHAPTER 3
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF 1H-MRSI
3.1 Simultaneous QSM and 1H-MRSI
3.1.1 Motivation
Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a form of physiological MR
imaging which provides 3D estimates of the tissue magnetic susceptibility
χ(x), an important biomarker for blood-oxygenation, iron deposition and
accumulation, and the characterization of diseases and treatment efficacy
[4, 58, 77–86]. Because of their complementary abilities to study metabolic
function, it is desirable to obtain both QSM and MRSI data; however, due
to the very different sampling criteria of the two modalities, this requires
at least two scans. Using standard methods, the amount of time needed to
acquired both types of data (approximately 5 minutes for QSM and more
than 15 minutes for MRSI) is too long to make obtaining both QSM and
MRSI practical in a clinical setting. While methods have been proposed to
accelerate both acquisition types [25, 26, 36–48, 87], none have yet produced
the needed acceleration for clinical utility.
In this work we present a new method that provides both QSM and
MRSI from a single scan by removing water and lipid suppression pulses
from a SPICE acquisition [88].1 The method was validated using both in
vivo experiments and simulations which demonstrate its ability to provide
high-quality QSM and spectroscopic imaging from data acquired in less than
10 minutes.
1Figures and tables reproduced with permission from publisher; c©2017 International
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.
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3.1.2 Methods
Standard QSM methods acquire data with extended k-space coverage (for
high-resolution) and limited, undersampled temporal coverage – usually with
on the order of 10 temporal samples (echoes) acquired every few milliseconds.
While this sampling criteria is very different from that of standard MRSI
scans, which have limited k-space coverage but dense, extended temporal
sampling, it is quite similar to that of a SPICE acquisition. The D2 data
from a SPICE acquisition has extended k-space coverage but undersampled
temporal coverage, with echo-spacing on the order of 1 ms. Therefore, by
removing the water and lipid suppression pulses from the SPICE excitation,
we can use the high-resolution spectroscopic water signal for QSM. Further-
more, the SPICE dataset contains many more echoes than that of a QSM
acquisition, and these additional temporal samples can be used to improve
the estimation of χ(x).
Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
We acquire the D2 data for our spice acquisition using a modified proton
EPSI pulse sequence which has a dual-density elliptical sampling pattern
along the phase encoding directions (ky, and kz), extended sampling along
the readout direction kx and interleaved navigator acquisitions for track-
ing frequency drift (due to gradient heating) and intrascan head motion
(Fig. 3.1(a)). Ramp-sampling (acquiring samples during the ramping times
of the readout gradient pulses) is used to increase our kx coverage without in-
creasing the echo-spacing. In order to match the resolution of standard QSM
scans, which usually have on the order of millimeter isotropic resolution, we
under-sample the outer portion of ky-space as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). This
dual density scheme allows us to increase our resolution while maintaining a
short scan time.
After correcting the measured data for eddy-current induced trajectory
errors [28], frequency drift [89], and motion (if needed),2 the first major
step in our reconstruction scheme is to interpolate the missing ky samples.
This method, known as parallel imaging [90], is possible because the data
are acquired with multiple receiver coils that have different spatially varying














Figure 3.1: Data acquisition pulse sequence and (k, t)-space trajectory used
for performing simultaneous QSM and MRSI. (a) The FID EPSI-based pulse
sequence with an interleaved navigator that occured every N repetitions. (b)
Dual density k-space phase encoding pattern which fully sampled the cen-
tral portion but undersampled the outer portion of k-space. (c) Frequency
encoding (kx, t) trajectory. Compared to standard EPSI scans (orange trajec-
tory), the trajectory of this sequence (shown as blue) has increased kx-space
coverage and longer echo-spacing.
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sensitivity profiles. Our interpolation process consists of the following steps:
1. The skipped (ky, t) samples are estimated from a linear combination
of the neighboring measured (ky, t) samples from all of the coils. The
optimal combination coefficients, called the GRAPPA kernel [91] are
determined from a least-squares fit of the central, fully sampled (k, t)-
space data. Specifically, we use the surrounding four ky and t locations
from all coils, and allow the kernel to vary with t.
2. The DFT reconstruction of the interpolated data is used to estimate
the coil sensitivities using an SVD-based method [92].
3. The sensitivity maps are then used to combine the coil data and gen-
erate a sensitivity profile-free image. This is done using a Tikhonov-
regularized least-squares coil-sensitivity encoding (SENSE) reconstruc-
tion [93].
QSM
Quantitative estimates of χ(x) are determined in three steps: (1) total field
estimation, (2) background field removal, and (3) local susceptibility esti-
mation. Both the dipole field of the local susceptibility χ(x) and inhomo-
geneities in the main magnetic field (∆B0) lead to a shift in the frequency of
the measured signal. The first step in QSM is to estimate this total frequency












where ρW (x) and ρL(x) are the spin densities of the water and lipid signal,
and {(aj, T2,j, fj}PLj=1 are the spectral resonance parameters of the lipid signal,
and T ∗2 (x) is the effective relaxation parameter of the water peak. We have
deliberately ignored the signal components from metabolites, since their sig-
nal contributions are three to four orders of magnitude smaller than those
from water and lipids [1, 28]. The parameters in this model are estimated
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at every spatial location using a non-linear least-squares method [94]. We
note, that in this work, because the data were from healthy subjects, the
lipid component was neglected during fitting.
With the total field estimated, the next step is to remove contributions
to the field from sources outside the brain (e.g. poor shimming and the air-
tissue interface around the skull). In general ftot(x) = fb(x) + fl(x), where
fb(x) and fl(x) are the frequency shifts due to the background field (from
sources outside the brain) and the local field (from sources within the brain),
respectively. To remove fb(x), we note that, based on Maxwell’s equations,
the field generating fb satisfies the Laplace equation within the brain, and
therefore fb(x) can be estimated from the solution to the boundary value
problem
∇2fb(x) = 0, fb(x)|δbrain , (3.2)
where δbrain is the brain boundary. We do this using the multigrid algorithm
as in [95], and then compute fl(x) by subtracting fb(x) from ftot(x).
The local tissue field is due to the summation of the dipole field generated
from every part of the brain. Specifically, from electrostatics, fl(x) can be




3 cos2(θ(x− x′))− 1
4π‖x− x′‖3
χ(x′)dx′ = h(x) ∗ χ(x), (3.3)
where θ(x) is the asimuthal angle of the vector x, ∗ denotes a convolution,
and h(x) is referred to as the dipole kernel [58, 83]. Hence, estimation of
χ(x) from fl(x) is a deconvolution problem. Unfortunately, the problem is




‖k‖2 , k 6= 0
0, else
(3.4)
is zero on a double cone centered on the kz-axis [83]. We overcome this
difficulty by incorporating a priori high-resolution edge information about
χ(x) into our reconstruction. In particular we compute χ(x) through the
solution of the following optimization problem
min
χ
‖WrefDχ‖1 s.t‖Wn (fl − Hχ) ‖22 ≤ σ2n, (3.5)
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where χ and fl are vectors of the values in χ(x) and fl(x), Wref and Wn
are diagonal matrices of high-resolution edge-weights (determined from an
anatomical reference image) and data consistency weights to account for the
noise level variation in fl(x), respectively; D is a finite difference operator,
and σ2 is determined from a weighted average of the noise variance in fl(x).
This method is known as MEDI (morphology enabled dipole inversion) and
is solved using a fixed-point algorithm as in [83].
MRSI
To reconstruct the MRSI image ρ(x, f) we performed union-of-subspaces
based nuisance signal removal as described in the previous chapter, but with
an extra signal component to account for broad-band signal contributions
from macromolecules (molecules which have very short T2 values). Our model
for ρ(x, f) is therefore
ρ (x, f) =rM (x)
PM∑
p=1












cMM,p (x)ϕMM,p (f) ,
(3.6)
where rMM(x), {cMM,p(x)}PMMp=1 , and {ϕMM,p(f)}
PMM
p=1 are the respective spa-
tial support, spatial coefficients, and spectral basis functions of the macro-
molecule signals.
After the removal of the water and lipid signals, ρ(x, f) is then estimated







R(C, Φ̂) = λM‖WMCMΦ̂MS‖22 + λMM‖CMM‖22, (3.7)
where S is a sparsifying transform operator along the spectral domain, WM
is a diagonal matrix with anatomical reference-based edge weights and λM ,
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λMM are empirically determined regularization parameters.
In Vivo Experiments
We evaluated our method in vivo by comparing its results to those obtained
from a standard QSM scheme. The data were collected on a 3T Siemen’s
Prisma scanner, using a 20-channel head and neck coil. The parameters for
our SPICE data acquisition were: TR/TE = 210/3 ms, α = 31
o, number of
echoes = 92, echo-spacing = 1.78 ms, readout bandwidth = 167 kHz, FOV
= 230 × 230 × 72 mm3, and matrix size (number of encodings along ky, kx
and kz) = 124 × 128 × 30. The central 36 ky encodings were fully sampled,
and past that an undersampling factor of 2 was used. The total scan time
was 7 minutes.
For the standard QSM scheme, we used a 3D multi-echo GRE (gradient
echo) sequence with flow compensation for both the x and y gradient channels
[77]. The FOV was the same as that of our SPICE scan, and the remaining
parameters were: TR/TE = 50/4.55 ms, α = 20
o, number of echoes = 8,
echo-spacing = 3.65 ms, readout bandwidth = 180 kHz, and matrix size =
256×256×30. For both the SPICE and GRE sequence, two transverse OVS
bands [22] were used to suppress signal from outside of the FOV.
An additional magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE)
sequence [96] was used to acquire T1 weighted anatomical reference images
at 1 mm isotropic resolution for each scan. This reference image was used to
compute edge-weights and for image registration.
To ensure a fair comparison between the two QSM reconstructions, the
data were scaled so that their noise variance was the same, and the images
were registered to one-another using a 12-parameter affine transform esti-
mated using a freely available software package [97].
In Silico Experiments
To better determine the effect of the number of echoes on the QSM recon-
struction, the estimated χ(x), fb(x), and T
∗
2 (x) obtained from a GRE-based
experiment use used with the Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) to generate a simulated
SPICE dataset with white additive Gaussian noise with variance matching
in vivo conditions.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of echo number and algorithm on estimated total field,
tissue field, and susceptibility maps. (a) Estimated fields using the pro-
posed non-linear least-squares fitting method with 8 echoes (top) and 72
echoes (bottom). (b) Corresponding results obtained using the standard lin-
ear phase estimate with phase unwrapping. The black arrows indicate regions
where the more echoes improved the field map estimate. The white arrows
in (a) indicate a region for which the increased echo number improved the
delineation between gray and white matter in the susceptibility map, and
the red arrows in (b) indicate a region where the non-linear fitting method
provided improved results compared to the standard method.
3.1.3 Results
QSM
One of the advantages of our method is that the additional echoes in the
SPICE data allow for improved estimation of the total field ftot(x), and
T ∗2 (x). Comparing the top row to the bottom row of Fig. 3.2(a) reveals that
the availability of more echoes can lead to improved estimation, especially in
low signal areas. Furthermore, using more echoes leads to better delineation
between white and grey matter in the brain. The effect of using more echoes
is also demonstrated in silico as shown in Fig. 3.3.
A comparison between Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) shows that estimating ftot(x),
and T ∗2 (x) using non-linear least-squares fitting instead of the standard method
of linear phase estimation with phase unwrapping [58, 83] also provides sig-
nificant improvements, especially when many echoes are used.
The benefit of generating the edge-weights for dipole inversion using a
higher-resolution reference image rather than the magnitude water image
from the SPICE data was also examined. Figure 3.4 shows that incorporating
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results showing the reduction of error in estimated
susceptibility maps as the number of echoes is increased. (a) Susceptibility
maps estimated from simulated data (top row), and absolute error in the
estimate (bottom row). (b) Relative `2 error of the estimate as a function of
the number of echoes.
Table 3.1: Mean QSM values of different brain regions (ppb).
Method Globus Pallidus Caudate Nucleus Putamen
GRE 185.0 55.8 39.1
SPICE 185.7 69.9 45.5
the higher-resolution edge-weights can lead to improved resolution in χ(x).
To validate our method we compared the QSM and R∗2 maps estimated us-
ing our method to those from the GRE-based method (note that R∗2 := 1/T
∗
2 ).
The results, shown in Fig. 3.5, demonstrate that the estimated SPICE-based
QSM and R∗2 maps are very similar to those from the standard method. In
particular, while the resolution of our method’s estimated maps is slightly
lower, the SNR is higher, and the major regions of the brain can still be
clearly delineated. Table 3.1 reveals that the mean χ(x) values in three im-
portant regions of the brain (globus pallidus, caudate nucleus, and putamen)
were similar and in agreement with literature values [98–100].
MRSI
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the QSM and metabolite maps overlaid on the
anatomical reference as well as spectra from selected points in the MRSI
reconstruction. The results demonstrate that our method is able to provide
both QSM and high-resolution, high-SNR metabolite maps and spectra all
from a single scan.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of estimated susceptibility maps using edge-weights
derived from the water image of the SPICE data and from a higher-resolution
anatomical reference image. (a) Three magnified regions from three consec-
utive slices in the estimated susceptibility map generated from the SPICE
data-based image. (b) The same regions generated using weights derived
from a higher-resolution MPRAGE image. Red arrows in (b) indicate regions
where improved tissue delineation is observed using the higher-resolution
edge-weights.
(ppm)(s-1)
Figure 3.5: Comparison of estimated R∗2 and susceptibility maps using a
standard GRE-based method and the proposed SPICE-based method. The
resolution of the SPICE-based method provides similar results, but with
slightly lower resolution and increased SNR.
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Figure 3.6: Estimated susceptibility maps and color overlays of metabolite
(peak integral) maps from several slices of an in vivo SPICE dataset acquired
in 7 minutes. See Table 2.2 for metabolite abbreviations and note that Glx
is the combined Glu and Gln peak integral.
Figure 3.7: Selected voxel spectra from several slices of the MRSI recon-
struction. The locations of each spectra are indicated by the red dot in the
color overlay of the NAA distribution from the same row.
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3.1.4 Summary
Similar to MRSI, QSM provides us with an important biomarker for tis-
sue characterization and disease treatment; however, the two methods re-
quire significantly different acquisition protocols which makes obtaining both
imaging modalities impractical for in vivo experiments. We addressed this
problem by developing a novel acquisition and reconstruction scheme which
provides both imaging modalities from a single scan.
The key behind our method is the removal of water and lipid suppression
pulses from a high-resolution EPSI-based SPICE acquisition. Model-based
reconstruction methods were used to determine coil-sensitivity profiles, B0
field inhomogeneity, and water concentration distributions from the high-
SNR unsuppressed water signal. The estimated B0 inhomogeneity was then
separated into local and background fields, and edge information from either
the water concentration distribution or a separately acquired anatomical ref-
erence image was used to compute the underlying magnetic susceptibility
from the local field.
Spatial support information from the anatomical reference images was
also used to remove the water and lipid signals from the data using the
union-of-subspaces based nuisance signal removal method discussed in the
previous chapter. Following nuisance removal, a SPICE reconstruction was
then performed to generate high-resolution spatiospectral images, from which
brain metabolite distributions could be estimated.
We validated our method with in vivo experiments, which demonstrated
that, in addition to providing high-quality spatiospectral reconstructions,
the method can also provide QSM reconstructions with similar spatial reso-
lutions but higher-SNR than standard methods. Simulations were also used
to investigate the effect of EPSI echo-train length on the SNR of the QSM
reconstruction and further confirmed the benefits of longer echo-trains.
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3.2 Motion Tracking and Correction in Unsuppressed
1H-MRSI
3.2.1 Motivation
Head motion is a known problem in MRSI studies and leads to a variety of
artifacts, including spectral leakage, poor volume localization, reduced SNR,
and line broadening [18,101–110]. Motion presents an even greater challenge
for proton MRSI in particular, since the artifacts associated with motion
often reduce the effectiveness of water/lipid suppression or removal schemes,
especially for 3D volumetric scans [18, 19, 102, 103]. Because the water and
lipid signals are three to four orders of magnitude larger than the molecular
signals of interest (metabolites, neurotransmitters, etc.), inadequate removal
or suppression of these nuisance signals leads to significant spectral distortion.
Motivated by this work’s and others’ [29] move toward unsuppressed proton
MRSI, we sought to develop a method for motion tracking and correction
tailored for this scenario.
Many different methods have been proposed to attack the problem of
head motion in MRSI. Some attempt to address the problem by acquiring
water reference signals and using them to correct for the intra-scan phase and
amplitude inconsistencies due to motion [102, 111]. Another approach is to
introduce a motion model (e.g. rigid body motion) and then track the model
parameters during the scan. Given the model parameters, motion can be
monitored and accounted for prospectively [105–108] or corrected for retro-
spectively [103,112]. Various motion tracking methods have been developed
including spatial reference markers [103,113], external camera-based systems
[106], or interleaved image-based motion navigators [105, 107, 108, 114, 115].
While camera and marker based methods can be very efficient in the sense
that minimal pulse sequence modification is needed, they require specialized
equipment. Navigator-based methods do not require any additional equip-
ment, and recently, echo-planar imaging (EPI) and spiral-based volumetric
navigators have been proposed for simultaneously monitoring B0 inhomo-
geneity maps and frequency drift in addition to motion [105,107,108]. These
acquisition schemes allow for the tracking of complicated object movements,
but for rigid body head motion only six parameters need to be estimated.
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In this scenario volumetric navigators provide significantly more information
than necessary while also imposing extra burdens on hardware (i.e. intensive
use of gradients).
In this section we present a practical and efficient method for head motion
estimation and correction specifically designed for unsuppressed ultrahigh-
resolution 1H-MRSI of the brain. Specifically, we designed and interleaved
a set of 3D orbital and linear navigators into the acquisition period and de-
veloped a novel estimation algorithm which utilizes the information in the
unsuppressed companion water spectroscopic signals to extract the motion
parameters from the navigator data. The interleaving scheme leads to mini-
mally increased scan times and enables retrospective estimation of the motion
parameters. Given the motion parameters, we then use an efficient algorithm
for data correction. Results from both in silico and in vivo experiments in-
dicate that by correcting for estimated motion, high-quality spatiospectral




Our method’s data acquisition scheme is characterized by the insertion of
two sets of navigators: (a) three perpendicular orbital navigators to capture
rotation, and (b) three perpendicular linear navigators to capture transla-
tion (Fig. 3.8) into a 1H-MRSI acquisition. The 1H-MRSI acquisition was
performed using the sequence shown in Fig. 3.1(a), with slice-selective exci-
tation, phase encoding along ky and kz, and a bipolar echo-planar readout
along kx; no water or lipid suppression pulses are used. All six navigators are
acquired in a single excitation period (TR), every N excitations. The ability
to acquire all of the navigator data in a single TR provides a good trade-
off between motion tracking frequency and scan duration. For example, if
motion tracking every 10 s was desired during a scan with a TR of 200 ms,
N would be chosen to be 50, and thus for a 5 minute MRSI scan, adding
motion tracking would only increase the duration by 6 seconds. A similar
multi-orbital navigator was described in [116], but required separate excita-
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Figure 3.8: Motion tracking navigator trajectory and gradient wave-forms.
(a) k-space trajectory of the navigator. The trajectory consists of three
orthogonal 2D orbitals acquired one after the other (blue, then red, then
pink) followed by three linear navigators (gray) acquired along the kx, ky,
and kz axes. (b) Gradient waveforms corresponding to the trajectory in (a).
tions for individual navigators which resulted in a lower efficiency, especially
for short-TR scans.
To acquire all three orbital navigators in a single excitation, the proposed
trajectory sequentially traverses the kx-ky, kx-kz, and kz-ky planes. The
three orbitals were connected with sinusoidal gradients to minimize trajectory
errors due to eddy current effects (Fig. 3.8(b)). Three linear navigators,
one along each axis, were acquired immediately after the last orbital. The
three orbital navigators shared the same parameters. The k-space radius of
each orbital was 15∆k (where ∆k is the k-space sampling intervals for the
imaging data), the readout bandwidth was 100 kHz, and number of samples
per orbital was 256. The total duration of the orbital navigator was 15.36 ms
and the time between each orbit was 1.93 ms. The linear navigators used
the same readout parameters as the EPSI readouts and had an inter-readout
time of 1.9 ms. The total time of the combined orbital and linear navigators
was 25.69 ms. Additionally, the first 2.56 ms (before the motion navigators)
were used to acquire samples of the FID (readout bandwidth = 100 kHz)
which were used to correct both the imaging and navigator data for frequency
drift [89].
The proposed scheme is tailored for ultrashort-TE
1H-MRSI of the brain
performed without water or lipid suppression, and is capable of providing all




The goal of motion estimation is to determine the relative motion between
each pair of navigator acquisitions. Treating head movements as rigid body
motion, and neglecting the spectral dimension, the images associated with
two navigator acquisitions (or motion states) before and after a head move-
ment ρ1(r) and ρ2(r), with Fourier transforms d1(k) and d2(k), are related
by,




where ∆r = (∆x,∆y,∆z) denotes the vectors of translations about the x-,
y-, and z-axes and Rθ is the rotation matrix dependent on the vector of
rotations about each axis θ = (θx, θy, θz). Given this setup, the motion
estimation problem is to determine ∆r and θ using two sets of navigator
data: d1 = {d1(km)}Mm=1, d2 = {d2(km)}Mm=1, where km denotes the mth k-
space sampling location along the navigator trajectory and M is the number
of navigator samples.
From (3.9), it is clear that d2 is related to d1 by a rotation of the sampling
trajectory K = {km}Mm=1, followed by multiplication with a linear phase term.
For an orbital in the kx-ky plane with radius k and sampling rate ∆t, the
navigator trajectory is given by







and the rotated trajectory K′ = {k′m}Mm=1 is given by
k′m = Rθkm
= k cos(m∆t)




cos θz sin θx sin θy − sin θz cos θxsin θz sin θx sin θy + cos θz cos θx




Similar expressions can be derived for the kx-kz and kz-ky orbitals. Notice
that if any two rotation angles are zero, the modulus of the two readouts
from the orbital centered on the remaining axis will be related by a circular
shift. In this simple 2D scenario, rotation can be easily estimated by aligning
the moduli of d1 and d2 via cross-correlation [117]. For a general 3D rotation
however, when none of the rotation angles are multiples of π/2, there may
be few sampling locations in common between K and K′. In the case of
continuous sampling and where K and K′ consist of three orthogonal orbitals,
there are only 18 locations in common between K and K′. Hence, in contrast
to the 2D problem, estimation of the 3D motion parameters from d1 and d2
is a poorly conditioned problem. Spherical and multi-projection navigators
have been proposed to address this problem [118,119], however these methods
require much longer readout periods and place more burden on the gradient
system.
Our estimation method addresses this issue by taking advantage of the
water signals in the unsuppressed MRSI data. In particular, a water reference
image ρref(r) can be generated from the MRSI data (as described in the
previous section). The availability of ρref(r) allows us to decompose the
3D motion estimation problem into a series of simpler 2D problems. More
specifically, denoting the image, navigator data, and motion parameters from
the ith motion state by ρi(r), di, and (θi,∆ri), respectively, and assuming the
motion effects during the short acquisition (< 10 min) are small enough that
ρi(r) ≈ ρref(Rθir+∆ri), we estimate the relative rotation between ρi(r) and
ρref(r) by iterating between: (a) transforming ρref(r) according to the current
estimate of θi, (b) computing d̂i = {dref(Rθiki)}Mi=1, and (c) estimating the
circular shifts between |d̂i| and |di|. With all of the rotations estimated, we
then normalize them such that θ1 = (0, 0, 0). A detailed description of the
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.3
In our current implementation we use spline interpolation in the motion
transformation operator M{·} to generate the transformed versions of ρref ,
and the discrete-space, non-uniform Fourier transform for generating d̂i from
M{ρref}. Maximum cross-correlation is then used to estimate the relative
3With the parameters for each state estimated, the reference image can be corrected
for motion effects and then the parameters re-estimated for improved accuracy. We found
empirically however, that for in vivo experiments with small motion, the benefits of this
re-estimation were small.
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Algorithm 1: Reference image based iterative rotation estimation.
Input : reference image ρref







orbital navigator k-space non-uniform sampling operators Ω(xy), Ω(xz), Ω(zy)
Subfunction : M{ρ; R} applies rotation defined by R to image ρ
Subfunction : F{ρ} applies Fourier transform to image ρ
Initialization: R = 1
while not converged do


















Determine axis of maximum rotation, â = arg max
a∈{x,y,z}
∆θa
Compute rotation matrix ∆Râ from ∆θâ
Update R = ∆RâR
end
Decompose R = RyRzRx
Compute rotation angles for ith motion state from Rx, Ry , and Rz .
circular shifts between |d̂i| and |di|. We note that a realistic navigator signal
contains T ∗2 decay and B0 inhomogeneity-induced phase accumulation during
the readouts. Simply ignoring these effects and generating d̂i using ρref at a
single time point can lead to inaccurate motion estimates. Thus, we generate
a water reference at each echo-time, interpolate it onto the time grids of the
navigator readouts and compute d̂i using the interpolated spatiotemporal
reference image.
Ideally, once the rotation parameters are known, the translation ∆ri can
be estimated by comparing the phase difference between d̂i and di [117]. In
practice, however, we have found that phase errors in ρref (due to motion, B0
inhomogeneity, etc.) can degrade the accuracy of this method. Therefore, we
avoid this difficulty by including linear navigators into the trajectory. Image
projections along the three axes are computed from the Fourier transform of
the linear navigator readouts and aligned via maximum cross-correlation to
determine ∆ri [120].
Motion Correction
With the motion parameters estimated, we can retrospectively correct for
the effects of motion in the data using a motion correction algorithm that
segments all the phase encodings in the ky-kz plane into multiple regions
(each corresponding to a motion state) and iteratively corrects the motion







where Mi is the motion transform operator for the ith motion state (∗ in-
dicates the adjoint), F is the Fourier transform operator, Wi is a k-space
windowing operator that sets the data to zero everywhere except in the re-
gion acquired during the ith motion state, and Ri is the data replacement
operator for the ith motion state defined as




with ρmeas denoting the Fourier reconstruction of the original motion cor-





This algorithm can be intuitively explained by considering the problem
of rotation correction (translation correction is straightforward and can be
achieved by applying phase correction to the data). A rotation in the im-
age domain corresponds to the same rotation in k-space, however, inverting
rotation requires knowledge of the missing k-space data that have rotated
out of the sampling trajectory. Therefore, our algorithm corrects rotated
data segments by utilizing surrounding segments generated from a rotated
version of the current best image estimate, as described by M∗iRiMiρk−1.
By repeating this operation for all the segments and then generating a set
of “corrected” interleaved data, the motion effects in the data are gradually
reduced.
Note that, given the motion parameters, other motion correction meth-
ods (e.g. the generalized inverse method described in [112]) could also be ap-
plied; however, the proposed algorithm is simple and also empirically robust
to errors in the estimated motion parameters. Furthermore, the algorithm
typically converges quickly, e.g. three to four iterations. All of the results
shown in this work were generated using four iterations.
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In Silico Experiments
Simulated data were generated from an in vivo 1H-MRSI dataset acquired
on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner with a twelve-channel head coil using the
custom 3D volumetric EPSI sequence shown in Fig. 3.1 (without motion
navigators), with approval from the local institutional review board. The
subject was asked to remain as still as possible during the scan. The sequence
parameters for this “motion-free” data were as follows: TR/TE = 210/4 ms,
FOV = 230× 230× 72 mm3, α = 31o, matrix size = 110× 96× 24, readout
bandwidth = 167 kHz, number of bipolar echo-pairs = 92, and echo-spacing
= 1.78 ms. Motion corrupted data and simulated navigator signals were
generated from the spatiotemporal reconstruction ρ (r, t) (obtained by DFT)
using the following procedure:
1. Five different motion corrupted images {ρi (r, t)}5i=1 were generated
from ρ (r, t) such that ρi (r, t) =Mi{ρ (r, t)}.
2. The k-space sampling locations in the ky-kz plane {km}96×24m=1 were di-
vided evenly into five groups Ki = {km}Mim=Mi−1+1, where M0 = 0 and
M5 = 96× 24.
3. Data for each group, i.e. Ki, was generated from the respective motion
corrupted image ρi (r, t) using a DFT.
4. Navigator data for each of the motion states were generated using a dis-
crete space, nonuniform Fourier transform as described in Algorithm 1.
With the simulated data, we estimated the five sets of motion parameters
using the proposed algorithm and then used these parameters to generate
motion-corrected reconstructions.
In Vivo Experiments
To validate the method under practical experimental conditions, an in vivo
experiment was performed in which the subject performed three distinct
head rotations during the acquisition. The sequence with interleaved motion
navigators was used with N = 48 (tracking every 10 s), FOV = 240 ×
240 × 72 mm3. The rest of the parameters remained the same as those
of the acquisition for the in silico experiment. A separate, low-resolution
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EPSI acquisition was performed to obtain training data for determining the
metabolite subspace for SPICE reconstructions of the metabolite signals. In
addition to the MRSI acquisitions, a T1 weighted image with 1 mm isotropic
resolution was also acquired using a commercial MPRAGE sequence. This
image was then segmented using an automatic 3D segmentation algorithm
[121] and used to generate spatial supports required for union-of-subspaces
based nuisance signal removal, which was followed by spectroscopic image
reconstruction as described in Section 3.1.2.
3.2.3 Results
In Silico Results
The motion estimation results as well as the DFT reconstructions of the orig-
inal, motion corrupted, and motion corrected data from our simulation study
are shown in Fig. 3.9. As can be seen in Fig. 3.9(d), the rotation estimation
errors are all on the order of 0.1 degrees, and all of the translation estimates
have error less than 0.5 voxels. With these parameters, the corrected re-
construction in Fig. 3.9(c) shows a significant reduction of motion artifacts
compared to the corrupted reconstruction in Fig. 3.9(b).
In Vivo Results
The results of our in vivo experiment are shown if Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. Figure
3.10 (c) shows the parameters estimated from the sequence of motion navi-
gators (averaged over individual coils), which clearly indicates the presence
of the deliberate rotations as well as some accompanying small translations.
These estimated motion parameters were then used to perform motion cor-
rection of the data. Figure 3.10 (a) and (b) show the first FID time-point of
the water spatiotemporal image before and after motion correction, respec-
tively. As expected, based on the simulation results, the correction was able
to reduce much of the ringing and ghosting artifacts caused by head motion.
By reducing the level of motion corruption in the data, the proposed
method leads to improved nuisance water and lipid removal. To demonstrate
this, metabolite spatiospectral distributions were produced from the original
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Figure 3.9: Motion estimation and correction from simulated data. (a-c)
First time point of selected slices in the reconstructions of the original (a),
motion-corrupted (b), and corrected data (c). (d) Estimated and ground-
truth motion parameters. The ground-truth parameters are plotted as circles
connected by solid lines, and the estimated values are plotted as×s connected














































































Figure 3.10: Motion estimation and correction from an in vivo experiment
where the subject was asked to perform three deliberate head rotations. (a-
b) First time point of the reconstruction before and after motion correction,
respectively. (c) Estimated motion parameters. Note that the three deliber-
ate head rotations made by the subject during the acquisition can be clearly
delineated.
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data and the motion-corrected data as described in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.11
shows the NAA peak integral and selected spectra from both reconstructions.
The NAA signal in the reconstructions from motion corrupted data suffers
from lipid contamination, observed both in the spatial maps and localized
spectra. For the motion-corrected data, the residual nuisance signals are







Chemical shift (ppm)(c) (d)
With motion correction
Without motion correction
Figure 3.11: Spatiospectral reconstructions from in vivo data acquired with
deliberate subject motion showing the effect of motion correction. (a-b) NAA
peak integral distributions reconstructed from the data in Fig. 3.10(a) and
(b), respectively. (c-d) Spectra from the respective locations indicated by
the red and blue arrows in (b). The spectra from the reconstruction in (a)
are shown with a solid red lines, and the spectra from the spectra in (b) are
shown with dashed blue lines. Notice that motion correction removes the
large bright spot in (a) and reduces the abnormal NAA peak height in (c),
indicating that these artifacts were due to motion-induced lipid leakage.
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3.2.4 Summary
Intrascan head motion is a long-standing problem in MRI and MRSI of the
brain which can result is many different types of artifacts. In unsuppressed
1H-MRSI, the spatial leakage artifacts in the water and lipid signals from
even small motions can significantly reduce the effectiveness of nuisance sig-
nal removal schemes and so inhibit analysis of the reconstructed metabolite
distributions.
While a variety of different methods have been developed to address this
issue, we developed a navigator-based method for retrospectively estimat-
ing and correcting rigid body motion effects. The scheme used two sets of
interleaved navigator readouts which could be acquired in a single TR and
provided all of the information necessary for estimating the six rigid body
motion parameters. Novel motion estimation and correction schemes were
then developed which took advantage of the companion information in the
unsuppressed water signal.
The method was validated using both in silico and in vivo studies, which
indicated that our estimation method could be used to estimate and correct
for the effects of rotations and translations on the order of 0.1o and 0.5 voxels,
respectively. A preliminary in vivo experiment further demonstrated that
correcting for motion artifacts in 1H-MRSI data led to noticeably improved
lipid removal of lipid and higher-quality spectroscopic reconstructions.
3.3 Motion Artifact Removal in Unsuppressed
1H-MRSI
3.3.1 Motivation
The retrospective motion tracking and correction method described in the
previous section suffers from two major limitations. First, it requires ad-
ditional excitations for motion tracking, and second, its ability to correct
for motion artifacts is inherently limited by its motion parameter estimation
accuracy. While the former limitation is mitigated by the navigator design,
which enables rigid motion parameter estimation from only one excitation,
the necessity of separate excitations for motion tracking prevents the method
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from providing motion parameter estimates for individual phase-encodings.
The method can only be used to estimate motion parameter changes between
groups of phase-encodings, and decreasing the size of these groups requires
increased scan time.
The latter limitation results in unwanted motion correction behavior.
Specifically, as the level of intrascan motion falls below the estimation accu-
racy, the correction scheme may create artifacts instead of removing them.
Further, there are many sources of error that can reduce the method’s mo-
tion estimation accuracy. In addition to sporadic errors caused by noise and
motion-induced B0 field inhomogeneity changes, eddy-currents and other gra-
dient non-idealities can lead to systematic errors by creating discrepancies
between the actual and desired navigator trajectories.
To overcome these limitations we’ve developed an additional method for
the detection and removal of motion artifacts in unsuppressed 1H-MRSI. In
this simple method, we include a short, 5 ms set of 3D linear navigators
at the end of each MRSI readout, which, although not suitable for motion
parameter estimation, enables us to detect the presence of subject head mo-
tion on a per phase-encode basis without requiring any additional scan time.
The motion-corrupted readouts are then discarded and replaced using a coil-
sensitivity-based interpolation method. In vivo experiments were used to
validate the proposed method and demonstrate its ability to provide high-
quality spatiospectral reconstructions from motion-corrupted data.
3.3.2 Methods
Data Acquisition
The data for our motion detection navigator is obtained from a set of three
perpendicular linear readouts, acquired at the end of each excitation. Fig-
ure 3.12 shows how the linear readouts were included into a 1H-MRSI ac-
quisition sequence. Similar to the sequence in Fig. 3.1, the acquisition had
no nuisance signal suppression modules and used slice-selective excitation,
with phase-encoding along ky and kz, and bipolar echo-planar readouts along
kx. The three navigator readouts were acquired immediately after the last
echo-planar readout and used the same readout parameters as the MRSI
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acquisition (see Section 3.3.2).
The lack of nuisance signal suppression modules allows the navigator data
to be acquired without additional excitation pulses, and combined with the
relatively short duration of the navigator (approximately 5 ms), enables the
incorporation of motion detection on a per phase-encode basis with virtually
no increase in scan time.
We note that while linear motion navigators have been in use since the late
1980s [120], they are not usually used for motion correction in 1H-MRSI due
to their reliance on the high-SNR unsuppressed water signals, as well as their
inability to provide robust rotation estimation. While the method proposed
in Section 3.2 was also designed for unsuppressed 1H-MRSI, it incorporated
orbital navigators to enable accurate rotation estimation, which, due to the
additional readout time needed for the orbital readouts, precluded navigator
data from being acquired at the end of each excitation. In the following
sections, we show that although the proposed 3D linear navigator is not well
suited for motion parameter estimation, it is sufficient for motion detection










Figure 3.12: Data acquisition pulse sequence. The data were acquired using
a spoiled-steady-state FID-MRSI sequence. At the end of each MRSI acqui-
sition, data from a motion tracking navigator were acquired in the form of
orthogonal linear readouts, one for each axis. These data were used to gen-




Following data acquisition, three orthogonal 1D projections of the subject
(one per axis) were generated from the navigator data by computing the
modulus of the Fourier transform of each linear readout. Subject translation
along each axis at every phase-encoding location was estimated by maximiz-
ing the cross-correlation between each projection and the average projection
of the respective axis. For improved SNR, coil compression [122] was used
to combine the navigator data from multiple receiver coils into data from a
single, synthetic coil with a more uniform sensitivity profile.
The translation estimates obtained from this procedure are only accu-
rate when the motion is purely translational, i.e. in the absence rotation.
Because this is rarely the case in practice, the estimated translation param-
eters were not suitable for motion correction, but were instead used solely
for motion detection. More specifically, we used the total translation as a
scalar index for the level of motion at each phase-encoding location. De-
noting the estimated axial translations for the kth phase-encoding location







k. Determination of the presence of motion cor-
ruption was then performed by thresholding dk. A suitable threshold was
found by comparing the distributions of estimated dk values from in vivo
datasets acquired with and without deliberated intrascan motion (see be-
low). A threshold of 1.5 pixels (approximately 3 mm) was found to work
well.
Motion Artifact Removal
Motion artifacts in MRI result from inconsistencies between the motion cor-
rupted readouts and surrounding, uncorrupted k-space data. While most
retrospective motion correction methods, such as the one proposed in sec-
tion 3.2, attempt to reduce these inconsistencies by estimating the motion
parameters and then correcting the corrupted readouts, we opted to follow
the principle introduced in [123], and instead simply replace the corrupted
data with the aid of coil-sensitivity encoding. In this way we ensured arti-
fact removal, but avoided the considerable challenges associated with motion
parameter estimation.
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Following motion detection, the corrupted MRSI readouts were removed
from the original coil data. A sensitivity encoding-based reconstruction was
then used to generate fully sampled data, dfs, and the readouts in dfs from
the motion-free phase-encoding locations were replaced by the original data
to ensure consistency. While there are many ways to compute dfs, including
GRAPPA- and SENSE-based methods [91,93], in this preliminary work, we
used a two-step procedure.
First a coil-combined reconstruction ρcc was computed from the following
regularized least-squares problem




‖dn − ΩF {sn ◦ ρ}‖22 + λR {ρ} , (3.15)
where dn is the motion-free data and sn is the coil-sensitivity map from
the nth coil; Ω is the k-space sampling operator corresponding to sampling
only the motion-free readouts, F is the Fourier transform operator, R{·} is
a regularization functional, λ is a regularization parameter, and ◦ represents
the element-wise product.
Next, the synthetic coil data in dfs were generated by multiplying ρcc
with the coil-sensitivity maps and computing the Fourier transform. Over-
all, this procedure can be viewed as a form of coil-sensitivity encoding-based
k-space interpolation, with the advantage of being able to incorporate prior
information through the regularization term. In the current work, a simple
spatial-smoothness prior was used, i.e R{·} was chosen as ‖∇{·}‖22, with ∇
representing a finite difference operator. Although more advanced regular-
ization could be used [26,124], one benefit of the current regularization (or a
weighted version [125]) is that it results in an analytic solution to Eq. (3.15),
which we efficiently computed using a conjugate gradient-based method.
In Vivo Experiments
To evaluate the proposed method, we performed two consecutive in vivo
experiments on the same healthy subject. The data were acquired on a
3T Siemens Prisma scanner with 16 channels from a 20 head coil using the
custom 3D volumetric EPSI sequence shown in Fig. 3.12. Subject consent as
well as approval by the local institutional review board were obtained. The
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sequence parameters for each scan were as follows: TR/TE = 210/1.6 ms, FOV
= 240×240×72 mm3, matrix size = 96×110×24, flip angle = 31o, preparation
pulses = 30, readout bandwidth = 167 kHz, number of bipolar echo-pairs =
80, and time between echo-pairs (echospacing) = 1.76 ms. Additionally,
a non-localized FID was acquired every 60 excitations for the monitoring
and retrospective correction of frequency drift [89]. Furthermore, at the
beginning of the acquisition, 125 excitations were used to acquire water and
lipid subspace training data for nuisance signal removal. The total acquisition
time of each scan was 8.8 minutes. The subject was instructed to perform
two separate “head nodding” motions (atlanto-occipital flexions) during the
EPSI acquisition in the first experiment, but to remain as still as possible
during the second experiment.
As described in Section 3.2, a T1-weighted image with 1 mm isotropic res-
olution was acquired using a commercial MPRAGE at the start of the experi-
ment and was segmented using an automatic 3D segmentation algorithm [121]
to generate the spatial support masks needed for union-of-subspaces based
nuisance signal removal.
A separate commercial fast low angle shot (FLASH) scan [126] was ac-
quired just before the first EPSI acquisition for sensitivity map estimation.
The total acquisition time of the FLASH scan was 54 s. Other parameters
were as follows: TR/TE = 4.6/2.0 ms, FOV = 240 × 240 × 72 mm3, matrix
size = 128× 128× 24, flip angle = 12o, and readout bandwidth = 68 kHz.
Following motion detection and artifact removal by the proposed method,
the spectroscopic image was reconstructed as described in Section 3.1.2.
3.3.3 Results
Figure 3.13 shows the estimated motion index values from the two in vivo
1H-MRSI scans as a function of time and phase-encode location. The results
demonstrate the method is able to clearly delineate the motion-corrupted
readouts from motion-free readouts. In the first dataset, which had deliber-
ate head motion, 92 phase-encodes were identified as corrupted by motion
(indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3.13(b)), while no motion corrupted
readouts were detected in the second experiment.















































Figure 3.13: Validation of in vivo motion detection. (a) Estimated motion
index values over time from two scans of the same subject, one with and one
without deliberate head motion. (b) Estimated motion index values from the
scan with deliberate motion as a function of phase-encoding location (ky, kz).
The k-space region identified as motion corrupted is indicated by the dashed
lines.
corrupted and motion-removed data shows that, by replacing the motion-
corrupted readouts, the method leads to improved nuisance signal removal
and higher quality reconstructions (Fig. 3.14). For comparison, the metabo-
lite maps and localized spectra from the motion-free data are provided in
Fig. 3.15.
As described above, the coil-sensitivity maps used for motion artifact re-
moval were obtained from a separately acquired FLASH acquisition; however,
additional sensitivity maps were also estimated from the MRSI data itself us-
ing the method described in Section 3.1.2. Compared to the FLASH-based
sensitivity maps, these MRSI data-based sensitivity maps contained motion-
induced artifacts which reduced the effectiveness of the proposed method
(Fig. 3.16).
3.3.4 Summary
To overcome some of the limitations of the motion tracking and correction
method proposed in Section 3.2, we have developed a simple method for
detecting the presence of intrascan motion and correcting for its effects.
Motion detection is accomplished by using data from a short, 5 ms navi-
gator consisting of three orthogonal linear readouts included at the end of














Figure 3.14: Spatiospectral reconstructions from in vivo data with delib-
erate subject motion showing the effect of motion correction. (a-b) Several
slices of the water/lipid signal-based reference images (Ref) and estimated
metabolite peak integral distributions (see Table 2.2 for abbreviations) from
the reconstructions performed using the data before and after artifact re-
moval, respectively. (c) Localized spectra from the reconstruction without
artifact removal (read and blue lines) and artifact-removed (black lines) data.
The locations of the spectra are indicated by the color-coded markers in the
top row of (a). Notice that the abnormal metabolite distributions and peak
heights were corrected as a result of motion artifact removal.
a coil-sensitivity-based interpolation scheme to replace the data from MRSI
readouts which have been identified as motion-corrupted.
While the method in Section 3.2 requires additional excitations to be in-
terleaved into the MRSI acquisition, the current method does not require
any additional excitations. Hence there is virtually no increase in scan time
for motion tracking. Furthermore, unlike most motion correction methods
(including that of Section 3.2) which are inherently limited by motion param-










Figure 3.15: Spatiospectral reconstruction of motion-free data. The same set
of artifact-removed results as Fig. 3.14 but from a reconstruction performed
using the sensitivity maps estimated from a motion-free EPSI dataset.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.16: Effect of motion on coil-sensitivity map estimation. (a) Several
slices of the sensitivity map from the 7th receiver coil as estimated from the
EPSI data acquired with deliberate head motion. (b) The corresponding
sensitivity map from FLASH data acquired without motion. The yellow
arrow indicates a region where noticeable motion artifacts can be observed
in (a).
not require accurate motion parameter estimates and does not perform any
modification of data when the motion is negligible. As such, it is robust to
non-idealities such as k-space trajectory errors and motion-induced B0 field
inhomogeneity changes, which can lead to the introduction of artifacts in
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other estimation-based correction schemes.
The method was validated using an in vivo experiment consisting of two
MRSI acquisitions, one with and one without motion. Results showed that
the proposed motion detection and artifact removal scheme was able to de-
lineate the motion-corrupted data from the motion-free data and then suc-




FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF 31P-MRSI
4.1 Dynamic 31P-MRSI Using a Molecule-Based
Subspace Model
4.1.1 Motivation
Mitochodria serve a crucial role in life by supplying most of the needed en-
ergy for cellular processes in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), a
high-energy phosphorus metabolite. Near constant levels of cellular ATP
are needed for maintaining adequate metabolic function and tissue integrity,
and many studies have linked disparities between the supply and demand of
ATP to disease [60]. Hence, there is considerable interest in using factors
in mitochondrial metabolism as biomarkers for disease [30, 31, 127,128]. Mi-
tochondrial oxidative capacity is one such factor and can be measured by
monitoring the levels of phosphocreatine (PCr) during periods of metabolic
perturbation. During ischemia or exercise, cellular ATP levels are buffered by
the creatine-kinase (CK) reaction, which converts PCr into ATP. At the end
of the perturbation (reperfusion or recovery), the CK reaction is reversed,
and extra ATP generated by the mitochondria is converted into PCr. It has
been shown that the rate of PCr resynthesis can be used as a reliable measure
of mitochondrial oxidative capacity [129,130].
Because of its ability to provide non-invasive in vivo measurements of
phosphorus metabolites such as ATP and PCr, 31P-MRSI is highly desir-
able as a tool for studying mitochondrial metabolism. The study of PCr
resynthesis in small animal models is of particular interest because of the
widespread use of these models in preclinical research; however small subject
size and the time scale of the PCr resynthesis place stringent requirements
on the spatial and temporal resolution for dynamic 31P-MR studies. Exist-
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ing studies using rat models have reported exponential resynthesis of PCr
following depletion by ischemia or electrical stimulation, with time-constants
roughly in the range of 30 to 150 s [30, 31, 131]. Given this rapid recovery
rate, a temporal resolution of less than 15 s is needed for reliable observation
of PCr kinetics during a metabolic perturbation experiment. Furthermore,
sub-centimeter spatial resolutions are needed for delineating heterogeneous
metabolic profiles between muscles. Yet, due to the inherently low SNR
of the phosphorus signal, dynamic phosphorus-MRSI methods are typically
limited to spatial resolutions on the order of 1 cm3.
Using recent advances in fast MR imaging, several accelerated meth-
ods for imaging PCr, ATP, and inorganic phosphorus (Pi) have been pro-
posed [32,132–135]. In a pilot study, we used a low-rank tensor model-based
generalization of SPICE to perform dynamic 31P-MRSI with sub-centimeter
spatial resolutions and approximately 30 s frame-rates [136]. In ischemia-
reperfusion experiments on rats the method demonstrated that the gradual
decrease of PCr during ischemia, followed by the rapid recovery in the ensu-
ing reperfusion could be observed; however, higher temporal resolution was
needed for accurate resynthesis time-constant estimation.
The need for higher temporal resolution can be seen from a Cramér-
Rao lower bound (CRLB) analysis of exponential time-constant estimation.
Given an exponential recovery model with additive, zero-mean Gaussian
noise (with correlation matrix Cξ), the CRLB bound on the variance of an
exponential time-constant estimator τ̂ is given by
Var(τ̂) ≥
τ 4(1 + ∂
∂τ
b(τ))2
(T ◦ e−T /τ )T C−1ξ (T ◦ e−T /τ )
, (4.1)
where τ is the true time-constant, b(τ) is the bias of the estimator, T is
the vector of sampling times, and ◦ represents the element-wise product (see
Appendix A.1). Figure 4.1 shows the CRLB for an unbiased estimator given
uniform temporal sampling and in vivo levels of uncorrelated Gaussian noise
[30]. A comparison of the CRLB curves for different sampling rates clearly
shows that estimating time-constants with reasonable accuracy requires on
the order of 10 s temporal resolution or better.
Motivated by this analysis, we developed a novel acquisition and recon-
struction framework for 31P-MRSI which provides a 22-fold acceleration over
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Figure 4.1: Effect of temporal sampling rate ∆T on the CRLB of PCr
resynthesis rate estimation. The CRLB as a function of the true recovery
time-constant is shown for several values of ∆T under additive, white Gaus-
sian noise with a standard deviation equal to 16% of the equilibrium PCr
value. In each scenario the PCr value was assumed to be sampled for 10
minutes.
the method in our pilot study. Our method utilizes a molecule-based sub-
space model, and is shown to be capable of providing an unprecedented
combination of spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions. The method was
validated using in silico, in vitro, and in vivo experiments, which indicate
that it can be used to perform reproducible preclinical dynamic metabolic
mapping of phosphorus metabolites at spatial and temporal resolutions of
4× 4× 2 mm3 and 1.28 s/frame, respectively. Our preclinical results further
indicate that it can be used to generate reliable static metabolite maps at
spatial resolutions of 3×3×2 mm3 from data acquired in less than 90 s. Ad-
ditionally, preliminary clinical results demonstrate that the method can be
extended to human studies and provide reliable dynamic metabolic mapping





In this work we model the dynamic spatiospectral image as the sum of the
signals from the 31P-MR observable molecules (ATP, PCr, and Pi), each of
which is partially separable along space, frequency, and time, i.e.












where T denotes the coordinate along the temporal dimension, M is the
number of observable molecules (three for this work), and {ϕm,l(f)}Lml=1, and
{ψm,p(T )}Pmp=1 are the respective spectral and temporal basis functions for
the mth molecule. Lastly, {cm,l,p(x)}Lm,Pml,p=1 are spatially varying combination
coefficients and rm(x) is a spatial reference function used for incorporating a
priori spatial support information. In this context, T is distinguished from
t (the Fourier counterpart of f) by its much longer time-scale.
The molecule-based subspace model is a generalization of the union-of-
subspaces model with partial separability (PS) applied along the T -dimension
in addition to space and frequency. This can be seen by rewriting Eq. (4.2)
as





am,l(x, T )ϕm,l(f), (4.3)
with




The application of PS along T is motivated by the success of PS-based
methods for dynamic imaging [137–139] and allows us to further reduce the
degrees-of-freedom in the image by taking advantage of the spatiotempo-
ral correlation of the signals from each molecule. While voxel-based mod-
els of dynamic spatiospectral images estimated at dx spatial, df spectral,
and dT temporal locations typically require dxdfdT degrees-of-freedom, the
proposed model only requires
∑M
m=1 (dxPmLm + dfLm + dTPm) degrees-of-
freedom. Compared to the model in Eq. (4.3), which requires
dT
∑M
m=1 Lm (dx + df ) degrees-of-freedom, this can be a significant reduction
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since Pm is often much smaller than dT (see below).
As in our pilot study, this model implies a low-rank tensor structure,
which has been successfully applied to a variety of other dynamic MR imaging
modalities [139–141]. However, the model used in our pilot study did not
decompose the imaging subspaces into a union of molecule-subspaces, as
implied by Eq. (4.2). This explicit decomposition enables the incorporation
of additional prior information into the reconstruction.
To take advantage of this feature and provide additional SNR, we prede-
termined the resonance structures of each molecule’s spectral basis functions.
This information, which can be obtained using quantum mechanical simula-
tions or from empirical data in the literature, was then incorporated into our




R∗ + i2π(f − f ′)
∣∣∣∣ (R∗, f ′) ∈ Ωm} , (4.5)
where Ωm is the set of relaxation constants and resonance frequencies for
the mth molecule [29,127,142]. Furthermore, because numerous studies have
reported the exponential behavior of PCr recovery [30, 60, 128, 130, 143], we
also constrained






u(T − T ′)
∣∣∣∣ (τ, T ′) ∈ Γm} , (4.6)
where Γm is the set of exponential time-constants and recovery start-times
for the mth molecule, and u(T ) is the unit step function.
Data Acquisition and Image Reconstruction
As in SPICE, we learn the spectral and temporal basis functions from training
data with limited k-space coverage. In this case, two sets of subspace-training
data are desirable, one for learning the spectral bases (denoted D1,f ) with
dense sampling along t but not T , and another for learning the temporal
bases (denoted D1,T ) with dense sampling along T but not t.
After learning the spectral and temporal subspaces, we estimate the
spatial coefficients from data with extended k-space coverage (denoted D2)
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where d2 is the vector of data from D2, F is the encoding operator, ⊗ denotes
the outer product, and rm, cm,l,p, ψ̂m,p, and ϕ̂m,l are vectors corresponding
to rm(x), cm,l,p(x), and the estimates of ψm,p(T ) and ϕm,l(f), respectively.
As before, R(·, ·, ·) is a regularization functional, and λ is a regularization
parameter.
We efficiently compute an approximate solution to Eq. (4.7) using a two-
step procedure. First, time-point-by-time-point SPICE reconstructions are
used to compute estimates of {am,l(x, T )}M,Lmm,l . Specifically we compute the















+ λ1R1 ({am,l} , {ϕ̂m,l})
(4.8)
for all k, where d
(k)
2 is the data from the k
th time-frame. These estimates are
then multiplied by the corresponding reference images (i.e â
(k)
m,l ← rm ◦ â
(k)
m,l)
and arranged into a set of arrays {Âm,l}M,Lmm,l , which are used to compute
{cm,l,p(x)}Lm,Pml,p=1 by solving
















for each combination of m and l. For the current work, R1 and R2 were





‖∇w {·}‖22 , (4.10)
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where ∇w is a weighted spatial difference operator with spatially varying
weights w [125]. More advanced regularization such as weighted-total vari-
ation (TV) could be used [26], but these would increase computational bur-
dens. With the current regularization both Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9) have
analytic solutions which were computed efficiently with standard conjugate
gradient-based solvers.
Spectral Quantification
An additional advantage of using the molecule-based subspace model is that
the form of the reconstruction makes spectral quantification straightforward.
In standard MRSI, quantification often requires fitting the spectrum at each
voxel to a non-linear spectral model [144]. This can be computationally ex-
pensive and time-consuming, especially for high-resolution images with many
voxels. In dynamic MRSI, the addition of the temporal dimension quickly
makes quantification intractable; however, because our model explicitly de-
composes the image into contributions from each molecule the coefficients in
Eq. (4.3) can be used to compute the dynamic concentration distributions of
each molecule directly [127]. For this work we used the square-root of molec-
ular signal energy as an index of molecular concentration, which, provided
ψm,l(f) are orthogonal, can be computed as
√∑Lm
l=1 |am,l(x, T )|2.
PCr Resynthesis Time-Constant Estimation
One of the motivating applications of this work is mitochondrial oxidative
capacity imaging, which can be performed by imaging PCr during ischemia-
reperfusion or exercise-recovery experiments. The exponential time-constant
of the PCr concentration during recovery is typically used as an index of
mitochondrial oxidative capacity. Hence, in this work we generated PCr
resynthesis rate maps by fitting the dynamic PCr concentration to a mono-
exponential model,





where c0(x) is the initial concentration at the start of recovery, c1(x) is the
difference between the steady-state concentration and the initial value, and
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Figure 4.2: Monte Carlo simulation results. The bias (left) and standard
deviation (right) of our resynthesis rate estimator were estimated as functions
of the noise level and true PCr resynthesis time-constant. Noise levels are
reported as the standard deviation of the noise divided by the difference
between the initial and equilibrium PCr levels.
τ(x) is the PCr resynthesis rate map. The fitting was performed on a voxel-
by-voxel basis using a non-linear least-squares algorithm [94,145].
To better determine the accuracy and precision of our resynthesis rate
estimates, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation in which unit exponential
signals were corrupted by additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise, projected onto our
estimate of the in vivo PCr temporal subspace, and then fitted to the expo-
nential model in Eq. (4.11). The temporal resolution of each trial matched
that of our in silico and in vivo experiments (see below) and 400 combina-
tions of recovery rates and noise standard deviations were examined, with
1000 trials performed for each combination.
As expected based on Eq. (4.1), the results (Fig. 4.2) revealed that the
estimation of longer time-constants (τ > 100 s) is a poorly conditioned prob-
lem. Guided by these results, we therefore opted to reduce the spatial res-
olution of our D2 data as much as possible, so as to provide the maximum
SNR and most precise time-constant estimation. In practice the minimum
allowable resolution is constrained by the application. When imaging rat-
hindlimbs, the minimum spatial resolution was determined by the size of the
primary muscle groups, which was empirically found to be ∼4× 4× 2 mm3.
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In Vivo Imaging of Rat Hindlimb at 9.4T
We performed in vivo experiments on healthy, adult male Sprague-Dawley
rats using a 9.4 T horizontal Bruker Avance II scanner (Bruker Biospin Inc.,
Billerica, MA). All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve University. At the start of
each experiment, the animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5–2.5%)
and their hindlimbs secured within a custom-built 15 mm 31P saddle coil
placed within a 72 mm proton volume coil and positioned at the isocenter of
the MR scanner. The animals’ respiration rates and body temperatures were
monitored during the experiment and maintained between 45-60 breaths/min
and above 35oC, respectively.
Two types of protocols were used, a perturbation protocol and a control
protocol. The timing and acquisition parameters of the two protocols were
exactly the same, except that in the perturbation protocol two needle elec-
trodes were placed subcutaneously (over the third lumbar vertebrae and one
over the greater trochanter) to induce electrical stimulation of the hindlimbs
and deplete PCr levels [146]. Upon removal of the stimulation, PCr lev-
els were expected to rapidly recover. In contrast, all metabolite levels were
expected to remain the same under the control protocol.
The two protocols were used to performed a total of six experiments on
three different rats; five stimulation-recovery experiments and one control
experiment. Each experiment consisted of performing two rounds of the
protocol on the same subject with a 20 min rest period between the end of
the first acquisition and the start of the second round.
The perturbation protocol used is shown in Fig. 4.3 and began with elec-
trical stimulation of the hindlimb muscles using a 15 V, 2 ms square pulse,
applied at a rate of 2 Hz [146]. Following 5 min of stimulation, a CSI scan
was used to acquire a D1,f dataset (denoted D(d)1,f ). The D1,f acquisition was
followed by a gated FLASH-based proton scan, used to acquire a reference
image and B0 field inhomogeneity (∆B0) map. Following the proton scan
and corresponding to the end of stimulation, the D2 data were acquired. Af-
ter the D2 data, a second ∆B0 map and another D1,f scan (denoted D(r)1,f )
were acquired. Lastly, after the D(r)1,f scan, another proton scan was acquired
at higher resolution. This last high-resolution proton scan was used for per-
forming regional segmentations. Two D1,f acquisitions were acquired to en-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the in vivo exercise-recovery protocol. Electrical
stimulation was used to induce muscle contractions and deplete PCr levels
in the animal’s hind limb. Following 5 min of stimulation, spectral subspace
training data were acquired using a CSI sequence, which was followed by
a proton reference scan, a spiral-CSI D2 scan, and another set of proton
reference and CSI scans. The start of the D2 acquisition corresponded with
the ending of electrical stimulation.
sure that the learned spectral subspace could adequately represent spectral
structures in both the depleted and recovered muscle states.
Due to the rapid rate of PCr resynthesis, very little time was available to
acquire a D1,T dataset. Instead, a dataset consisting of 23 dynamic single-
voxel spectroscopy (SVS) acquisitions from 14 healthy rats in a previous
ischemia-reperfusion study was used as D1,T [30]. The data had similar
PCr depletion levels and were acquired using a point-resolved spectroscopy
(PRESS) excitation that had a 2 s frame-rate.
The D1,f and D2 data were acquired with the following parameters: FOV
= 24 × 24 × 16 mm3, TR/TE = 160/0.69 ms, α = 17o, number of prepara-
tion pulses = 100. The D1,f acquisition used a 3D FID CSI sequence with a
matrix size of 8× 8× 6, 512 FID samples acquired at a bandwidth of 6 kHz,
and 8 averages. The total acquisition time for one D1,f was 8.5 min. D2 was
acquired with a 3D stack-of-spirals FID spiral-CSI sequence with no slice-
selection. The spiral sequence had a matrix size of 6 × 6 × 8 and sampled
the entire (ky, kx)-plane with a single readout in 3.78 ms. The readout band-
width was 27.8 kHz, and 20 spiral readouts (echoes) were acquired per TR.
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Therefore, the total time for a single spiral-CSI acquisition, which defined our
method’s frame-rate, was 1.28 s. During the recovery period, 450 repetitions
of the spiral CSI acquisition were performed with a 5-repetition frequency
drift navigator interleaved every 50 repetitions. The total acquisition time
for D2 was 10.5 min.
The data were reconstructed on a 32 × 32 × 8 spatial grid with spectral
and temporal grid sizes of 512 and 450 respectively. To estimate the spectral
subspace, the D1,f datasets were corrected for field inhomogeneity using a
conjugate phase-based method [55, 56] and then denoised using a low-rank
approximation method (LORA [51]). The linear predictive and PS ranks in
LORA were both 16. The corrected data were then fitted to the Lorenztian
model in Eq. (4.5) using Hankel singular value decomposition (HSVD) [147].
Following spectral fitting, the molecular spectral subspaces were estimated
from the SVD of the Casorati matrix formed from the fitted signals of each
molecule. Using a singular value analysis, the spectral ranks (i.e. the Lm)
of PCr, ATP, and Pi were determined to be 2, 2, and 1, respectively. For
this study, the resonance structure of each molecule was determined from
literature and explicit frequency constraints were not employed; however, for
applications with more complicated spectral structures, quantum mechanical
simulations should be used in combination with explicit frequency constraints
[127].
The molecular temporal subspaces estimated from D1,T were computed
using a similar procedure to that of spectral subspace estimation. The dy-
namic SVS data from each subject was corrected for ∆B0-induced peak shifts
and then arranged into Casorati matrices with frequency (f) along the row
dimension and time (T ) along the column dimension. This matrix was then
divided into submatrices based on the spectral support of each molecule (PCr,
ATP, and Pi). The signal of each molecule was then computed by projecting
each submatrix onto the 1D subspace spanned by its principal right singular
vector and computing the modulus. The molecular signals were then fitted to
the model in Eq. (4.6) using a non-linear least-squares algorithm [145]. The
temporal subspace of each molecule was then estimated from the SVD of the
Casorati matrix consisting of the fitted molecular signals from each dataset.
As before, a singular value analysis was used to determine the temporal ranks
(i.e. the Pm) of PCr, ATP, and Pi, which were 3, 3, and 4, respectively.
Because no metabolite dynamics were expected to be observed in the con-
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trol protocol, the temporal subspace estimated from the separately acquired
D1,T data were not suitable for reconstruction of data acquired in control ex-
periments. Instead, we took advantage of the high frame-rate of our D2 data
and estimated the temporal subspace from the D2 data itself. Following the
frame-by-frame SPICE reconstructions (Eq. (4.8)), we used the estimated
{â(k)m,l} to compute dynamic concentration maps of each molecule (see Spec-
tral Quantification above). The molecular concentration signals from each
voxel in the leg region were then arranged into Casorati matrices and tempo-





‖Cm − UΨ‖22 + λ3 ‖ΨD‖
2
2 ,
s.t. Ψ and U are unitary
(4.12)
where Ψ̂m is a row matrix of the temporal basis vectors for the m
th molecule,
Ûm is an auxiliary variable, Cm is the Casorati matrix formed from the corre-
sponding molecular concentration time curves, D is a finite difference opera-
tor, and λ3 is a regularization parameter chosen to provide the best trade-off
between temporal smoothing and SNR. We computed an approximate solu-
tion to Eq. (4.12) by alternately estimating Ûm while holding Ψ fixed and
then estimating Ψ̂m while holding U fixed. Between each estimation step, the
estimated matrix (Ûm or Ψ̂m) was orthonormalized. The initial estimate of
Ψ̂m was computed using a mean-orthogonalized SVD. In our reconstructions,
we used 50 iterations, which was empirically found to yield good convergence.
This secondary method of temporal basis estimation tends to produce
overly smooth subspace vectors, and so may result in reconstructions with a
bias towards longer PCr resynthesis time-constants. Therefore, this method
is only applicable in situations where the time-scale of the molecular dynam-
ics is large compared to the frame-rate of the training data. Nonetheless, it
has the advantage of being able to produce high-SNR temporal basis esti-
mates from low-SNR training data without requiring an a priori model of
molecular dynamics.
In Vitro Validation at 9.4T
To further validate the accuracy of metabolite maps produced with our
method, we acquired data from an in vitro phantom consisting of two micro-
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centrifuge vials of different sizes (15 and 1.5 mL). Each vial contained a
solution with roughly in vivo concentrations of PCr, ATP, and Pi. The re-
spective concentrations in the larger vial were 10, 10, and 10 mM; in the
smaller vial they were 30, 5, and 10 mM. The data were acquired with the
same scanner and coil as the in vivo imaging of rat hindlimbs in the previous
section. The acquisition parameters were also the same as the rat hindlimb
experiments, except that only 64 repetitions were used and the spiral-CSI D2
scan was acquired with higher resolution (matrix size = 8× 8× 8).
The in vitro phantom data from each repetition were averaged together
and used to generate a static reconstruction (according to Eq. (4.8)) with
the same grid size as the reconstructions of the in vivo rat data, namely a
32×32×8 spatial grid and 512 points along the spectral dimension. Spectral
subspace estimation was performed in exactly the same manner as for the in
vivo experiments. To improve quantification, the spectroscopic images were
corrected for B1 induced heterogeneity using a coil-sensitivity map obtained
from a separate scan on a phantom consisting of a 15 mL vial filled with a
1 M solution of Pi.
In Silico Evaluation
To evaluate the accuracy and precision of the proposed method, we examined
its performance on data simulated from a numerical phantom. The phan-
tom, shown in Fig. 4.4, consisted of three compartments with different PCr
recovery kinetics mimicking an in vivo stimulation-recovery experiment. The
time-constant of the PCr resynthesis varied from 50 to 150 s, covering the
range reported in literature [30, 31, 131], and the support of each phantom
compartment was limited to the central 10 mm of the FOV along the slice
direction to simulate observed in vivo coil sensitivities. Metabolite concen-
trations were normalized to that of PCr at baseline; the normalized concen-
trations were 1, 0.12, and 0.05 for PCr, ATP, and Pi, respectively. Based on
reported results from ischemia-reperfusion studies [30, 31, 131], the starting
concentrations of PCr and Pi were set to 30% and 400% of the baseline levels,
respectively, and the ATP concentration was held constant throughout the
simulation. Simulated 31P spectra used Lorenztian line shapes with T ∗2 values
of PCr, Pi, ATP-α,-β, and -γ set to 35, 65, 7.5, 7.5, and 7 ms, respectively.
These values were determined from quantification of in vivo D1,f data by a
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non-linear fitting method [94,145].
In order to simulate a realistic level of peak shifting and line broadening
in simulated data, a ∆B0 map was incorporated into the simulation. The
∆B0 map was generated by fitting an in vivo field map to an 8
th-order solid
harmonic using a custom least-squares regression routine.
Simulated D2 data were generated from the numerical phantom starting
at the onset of PCr resynthesis using a spiral-CSI acquisition with the same
imaging parameters as the in vivo rat experiments (see above). Gaussian
noise was added to the data with a standard deviation chosen to match in vivo
SNR and proportional to the square-root of the number of averages divided
by the readout bandwidth. As with the metabolite line-shape parameters,
the in vivo SNR levels were determined from a quantification of in vivo D1,f
data
The simulated data were reconstructed on a 32 × 32 × 8 spatial grid
with spectral and temporal grid sizes of 512 and 450, respectively. The true
temporal and spectral subspaces were used in the reconstruction and are
shown in Fig. 4.5. {rm(x)}Mm=1 were chosen as Gaussian-windowed versions
of the spatial support of each molecule and were the same for each molecule.
The spatial weights for our regularized reconstructions were derived from the
compartment boundaries.
Preliminary Extension to Human Subjects
As part of a preliminary extension of our method to clinical environments,
we performed an exercise-recovery experiment on a healthy human subject.
The experiment was performed on a Siemens 7T Magnetom scanner using
a single-channel 31P coil, with subject consent and approval from the local
institutional review board at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. At the start
of the experiment, the subject laid in a supine position, feet first into the
scanner, and the coil was placed close to the right gastrocnemius muscle. D1,f
data were then acquired using a commercially available FID CSI sequence,
followed by a D2 acquisition using a non-slice-selective customized EPSI se-
quence. The subject was then instructed to perform plantar-flexions until
muscle failure. Acquisition of a second set of D2 data began immediately
after muscle failure.



















Figure 4.4: Numerical phantom used in simulations. The phantom consisted
of three compartments each with different time-varying 31P spectra. The
normalized PCr concentration is shown for several time-frames in (a). The
simulated ∆B0 map is shown in (b), the ground-truth PCr time-constants
are shown in (c), and spectra over time from selected voxels are shown in
(d-f). The locations of the selected voxels are indicated by the markers (red
circle, blue square, and green triangle, respectively) shown in the last row of
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Figure 4.6: Data acquisition sequence for dynamic EPSI acquisition used
in 31P-MRSI of human leg. (a) Pulse sequence diagram of the acquisition.
Phase-encoding gradient blips are applied between positive- and negative-
polarity readouts so that multiple ky lines can be covered in a single TR. A
hard excitation pulse was used, since slice selection was not employed. (b)
(k − t)-space trajectory of the sequence for a single kz location. The solid
blue line indicates the trajectory covered.
200 mm3, matrix size = 8×8×8 with 512 FID samples, TR/TE = 200/2.3 ms,
α = 17o, readout bandwidth = 4 kHz, number of preparation pulses = 16,
and number of averages = 6.
The custom EPSI sequence is shown in Fig. 4.6; the parameters were:
FOV = 240× 240× 200 mm3, matrix size = 24× 24× 12 with 80 echo-pairs,
TR/TE = 160/2.5 ms, α = 16
o, readout bandwidth = 40 kHz, number of
preparation pulses = 100, and number of repetitions = 50. The time between
consecutive echo-pairs was 1.6 ms, and phase-encoding gradient pulses were
applied between positive and negative polarity readouts so that four ky phase
encoding locations were covered in each TR as shown in Fig. 4.6. The total
time per repetition, which defined the method’s frame-rate, was 11.52 s.
The data were reconstructed onto a 24 × 24 × 12 spatial grid using the
same method as for our previous in vivo experiments. In addition to PCr,
ATP, and Pi, phosphodiesters (PDE) could also be observed in the D1,f
data and so were included into the model. The dimension (rank) of the
molecular spectral subspaces for PCr, ATP, Pi, and PDE were 3, 1, 3, and
3, respectively. Because no D1,T training data were available, the temporal
bases were estimated using Eq. (4.12). The respective temporal ranks were


















Figure 4.7: Dynamic MRSI reconstruction of in vivo data acquired from a
rat hindlimb after electrical stimulation. (a) The central five slices of the
estimated PCr concentration at several time points. (b-c) Localized spectra
over time from the voxels indicated by red circle and blue square in the last
row of (a), respectively. (d-e) Central five slices from the proton reference
image and estimated ∆B0 map, respectively.
4.1.3 Results
In Vivo Imaging of Rat Hindlimb at 9.4T
The resulting reconstruction from data acquired during the recovery period of
one stimulation-recovery round is shown in Fig. 4.7 and had nominal spatial
and temporal resolutions of 4 × 4 × 2 mm3 and 1.28 s/frame, respectively.
As expected from literature [30,31,131,148], the PCr concentration exhibits
a clear exponential recovery accompanied by an exponential decrease in Pi
levels, with relatively constant ATP levels.
We evaluated the reproducibility of these results by comparing the esti-
mated PCr, ATP, and Pi concentrations from the two rounds of experiments
performed on the same animal. Figure 4.8(a) shows the correlation between
metabolite distributions in the hindlimb region estimated from the average
of the static, frame-by-frame reconstructions of the last 82, 41, and 20 s
in the recovery period. The results indicate that highly reproducible static
metabolic maps may be estimated from data acquired in less than 90 s.
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Furthermore, the PCr distributions from the background region of the two
reconstructions are uncorrelated, indicating the absence of systematic bias.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the same analysis performed on several snapshots of
the PCr distributions obtained from the dynamic reconstructions of the two
rounds. The results are in good agreement with those of Fig. 4.8(a), and
indicate that, in addition to a high degree of spatial correlation, the dynamic
spectroscopic images are also highly temporally correlated. These results also
suggest that a biproduct of our proposed dynamic reconstruction method is a
decay in noise amplitude over time, which may represent an added benefit of
enforcing the background noise to reside in the learned temporal subspaces.
The corresponding results from a control experiment are shown in Fig. 4.9
and, in addition to confirming the reproducibility of estimated metabolic
maps, demonstrate that the proposed method produces reconstructions which
have no significant spectral dynamics in the absence of a metabolic pertur-
bation.
It may be noted that the reconstruction of the data from the control ex-
periments used a different form of temporal subspace estimation (see
Eq. (4.12)) and so the comparison between the reconstructions in Figs. 4.9
and 4.7 is not strictly fair. For a more fair comparison, a second recon-
struction of the data from Fig. 4.7 was generated using the same temporal
subspace estimation procedure as for control experiments. The results, shown
in Fig. 4.10, confirm that the presence of electrical stimulation does indeed
result in spectral dynamics in the reconstruction even when the alternative
temporal subspace estimation method is used.
The method described in Section 4.1.2 was used to estimate the PCr
resynthesis rate maps from the reconstruction of data acquired in stimulation-
recovery experiments. Figure 4.11(a) shows the resulting time-constant maps,
overlaid onto anatomical references, for the two rounds of experiments shown
in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. Figure 4.11(b) shows the regional mean time-constants
from four, manually segmented regions of interest (ROIs). The regional mean
values are in good agreement with literature values [30, 31, 131, 143], and
although the time-constants were noticeably reduced in the second round,
the relative relationship between the ROIs was preserved. Specifically, the
posterior tibialis and flexor digitorum longus muscles (ROI #1) and the gas-
trocnemius (ROI #2) showed relatively fast PCr recovery after electrical
stimulation in both rounds, while the time-constants of the anterior tibialis,
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Figure 4.8: In vivo reproducibility of estimated rat hindlimb metabolite
concentrations. (a) Correlation plots produced by averaging the last 64 (top
row), 32 (middle row), and 16 (bottom row) frames (corresponding to 82, 41,
and 20 s acquisitions) from static reconstructions of data acquired from two
consecutive rounds of stimulation-recovery performed on the same animal.
(b) Correlation between dynamic PCr concentration distribution at select
frames from each round. The top two rows show the PCr distributions from
the first (top) and second (bottom) rounds at the selected time-frames. The
third and fourth rows shows the PCr correlation plots from the leg region
and background region respectively. In each correlation plot the horizontal
and vertical axes indicate the normalized PCr concentration from the first
and second rounds, respectively. The red line in each plot has a slope of
1, and Pearson correlation coefficients (r) are given in the lower right-hand
corner of each plot.
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Figure 4.9: Dynamic MRSI reconstruction and reproducibility of in vivo
data acquired from a rat hindlimb without electrical stimulation. The layout
of (a-e) is the same as that of Fig. 4.7, and the layout of (f) is the same as


















Figure 4.10: Dynamic reconstruction of the data from Fig. 4.7 but using
Eq. (4.12) for temporal subspace learning. The layout is the same as that of
Fig. 4.7.
extensor digitorum longus (ROI #3), soleus, peroneus, and plantaris (ROI
#4) were longer and approximately the same.
Unfortunately, there is currently no consensus in existing literature as to
whether the resynthesis rates should remain the same or not after the first
stimulation. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the low resolution of
standard 31P-MRS/I methods has prevented existing studies from producing
PCr resynthesis rate maps in rodent models which could be used for com-
parison. We note, however, that the relative relationship between the PCr
resynthesis time-constants of ROIs #1 and #2 agrees with an existing study
in humans [32].
In Vitro Validation at 9.4T
Our in vivo results on rat hindlimb indicated that the proposed method
can be used to generate reproducible metabolite maps at sub-centimeter res-
olutions in less than 90 s, and our in vitro phantom results directly vali-
dated this capability. Figure 4.12 shows the static reconstruction from the
in vitro phantom data acquired in 82 s with a nominal spatial resolution of
3× 3× 2 mm3. The estimated metabolite concentration maps as well as the
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Figure 4.11: Estimated PCr resynthesis time-constant maps and regional
averages from two consecutive rounds of in vivo stimulation-recovery exper-
iments performed on rat hindlimb. (a) The PCr resynthesis time-constant
maps overlaid onto proton reference images from each round of experiments.
(b) The mean time-constant values ± standard-deviation from the ROIs indi-
cated in the top row of (a). The regions roughly corresponded to the following
muscle groups: (1) the posterior tibialis and flexor digitorum longus, (2) the
gastrocnemius, (3) the anterior tibialis and extensordigitorum longus, and
(4) the soleus, peroneus, and plantaris.
Table 4.1: Estimated compartmental concentration ratios obtained from
reconstruction of in vitro phantom data. The normalized concentrations of
PCr, ATP, and Pi from the two phantom compartments are provided as
ratios, and the ground-truth ratios are provided as reference.
Metabolite Normalized Concentrations Ground-Truth Ratio
PCr 1.0± 0.2 : 0.4± 0.1 1.0 : 0.3
ATP 1.0± 0.2 : 0.9± 0.2 1.0 : 1.0
Pi 1.0± 0.5 : 1.5± 0.6 1.0 : 2.0
± indicates standard deviation.
relative ratios between the two compartments were in good agreement with
the ground-truth distributions as shown in Table 4.1.
In Silico Evaluation
Figure 4.13 shows the dynamic reconstruction and estimated PCr resynthe-
sis time-constant maps generated from a simulated dataset with noise levels
and ∆B0 that matched in vivo rat hindlimb imaging conditions. The re-
construction captured all of the salient feature of the dynamic spatiospectral
image, and the unique spectral dynamics of each phantom compartment can
be easily delineated based on the estimated PCr resynthesis time-constant
map.
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Figure 4.12: Static reconstruction of data acquired from an in vitro phan-
tom. (a) Proton reference image (top) and estimated metabolite concentra-
tion distributions computed from the average of 64 data frames (82 s). (b)
Reconstructed localized spectra from the voxels indicated by the color-coded
markers in the top row of (a).
To determine the accuracy and precision of PCr resynthesis rate maps es-
timated from our dynamic reconstructions, the mean compartmental resyn-
thesis time-constants were computed from the reconstructions of 40 simulated
D2 datasets (20 at in vivo SNR and 20 at 3× in vivo SNR). The results, shown
in Fig. 4.14(a), reveal that at in vivo noise levels, our estimated PCr resyn-
thesis time-constants will have relatively low bias and acceptable variances
over most of the physiological range (i.e. between 30 and 100 s). For longer
time-constants, however, the variance appears to be larger. This result is in
good agreement with our previous Monte Carlo simulation (Fig. 4.2). Fur-
thermore, the results in Fig. 4.14(b) indicate that if noise levels are reduced
by approximately a factor of 3, then these higher resynthesis time-constants
can also be reliably estimated.
Preliminary Extension to Human Subjects
Figures 4.15 – 4.17 show the results of our preliminary experiments on human
calf imaging, which are in good agreement with the previous in vivo and in
silico results. The dynamic spectroscopic image from the period immediately
after exercise is shown in Fig. 4.15, and as expected, exhibits approximately
exponential recovery of PCr levels accompanied by a drop in Pi and nearly
constant ATP levels. In contrast, the image from the period before exercise
(Fig. 4.16) shows no significant spectral dynamics.



















Figure 4.13: Central five slices from the reconstruction of data simulated
from the dynamic numerical phantom. The figure layout is the same as in
Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.14: Mean compartmental PCr resynthesis time-constants estimated
from the reconstructions of simulated datasets. The top and bottom rows
show the estimated time-constants for 20 datasets simulated at in vivo and
3× in vivo levels of SNR. In each plot the red and black dashed lines indicate
the mean ± standard-deviation, respectively, over all datasets. The blue lines
indicate the true compartmental resynthesis time-constants.
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from the period prior to exercise was averaged together and used to generate
a static reconstruction. This reconstruction is compared to that obtained
from the 10.2 min CSI acquisition (Fig. 4.17). The comparison confirms that
the proposed method maintains spectral quality while providing significantly
higher spatial resolution.
4.1.4 Summary
Dynamic 31P-MRS/I methods have the potential to provide a non-invasive
window into energy metabolism by enabling the observation of important,
high energy metabolites such as ATP, PCr, and Pi under in vivo conditions.
This capability would allow researchers to gain mechanistic understandings of
a range of diseases including heart failure and diabetes; however, current 31P-
MRS/I methods cannot provide adequate combinations of spatial, spectral,
and temporal resolution for most practical applications.
We addressed this limitation by developing a novel dynamic 31P-MRSI
method suitable for dynamic metabolic mapping in preclinical applications
using popular rodent models as well as in clinical applications. The key
behind the method is its use of a molecule-based subspace model to reduce
the degrees-of-freedom in the dynamic spectroscopic image and so provide
a dramatically improved trade-off between spatial, spectral, and temporal
resolution.
Preclinical in vivo stimulation-recovery experiments on rat hindlimb demon-
strated the method could reliably produce dynamic metabolic maps at spatial
resolutions of 4× 4× 2 mm3 and 1.28 s/frame. In vitro experiments showed
that the method could produce reliable static metabolic maps at 3×3×2 mm3
resolution from data acquired in less than 90 s. Simulations were also used
to evaluate the accuracy and precision of PCr resynthesis time-constants (an
index of mitochondrial oxidative capacity) estimated from the dynamic PCr
maps produced by the method. These in silico results revealed that most
time-constants in the physiological range could be estimated with accept-
ably low bias and variance. Lastly, preliminary results from an extension
to in vivo human imaging demonstrated the method could provide reliable
dynamic mapping during exercise-recovery experiments on the human calf at














Figure 4.15: Dynamic reconstruction of in vivo data acquired from a human
calf during an exercise-recovery experiment. (a) The PCr distribution from
the central four slices at several time-frames during the recovery period. (b-
c) Selected localized spectra over time from the red circle and blue square in














Figure 4.16: Dynamic reconstruction of in vivo data acquired from a human
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Figure 4.17: In vivo validation of a static spectroscopic reconstruction of
data acquired from a human calf. (Top row) The estimated metabolite dis-
tributions obtained using a standard 10.2 minute CSI acquisition. (Middle
row) The corresponding metabolite distributions obtained from the SPICE
reconstruction of the average of 30 data frames (5.8 min acquisition). (Bot-
tom row) Selected localized spectra from each reconstruction. The locations
of each spectra are indicated by the color-coded markers in the SPICE PCr
distribution. In each plot, the spectra obtained using CSI is shown in black,
while the spectra from the static SPICE reconstruction are shown in color.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have extended the capabilities of subspace-based MRSI along
two major directions. First, we have developed a method to enable simul-
taneous MRSI and QSM with motion correction, and second, we have de-
veloped a method for performing dynamic 31P-MRSI with an unprecedented
combination of spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions.
Our method for simultaneous QSM and MRSI is enabled by a novel un-
suppressed acquisition scheme which utilizes subspace-based imaging and
parallel imaging in combination with model-based reconstructions to reduce
scan times. We validated our method with in vivo experiments and showed
that it was capable of providing susceptibility maps which were comparable
to those of current state-of-the-art methods, while at the same time provid-
ing high-SNR, high-resolution metabolite distributions. Further development
of the method could include optimization of the k-space sampling pattern
combined with more advanced parallel imaging reconstructions [149]. The
anatomical edge weights could also be estimated using multiple reference
scans with different contrasts such as T2 or proton density. Combined with
improvements in sampling and parallel imaging, these developments could
possibly enable higher resolution reconstructions. More advanced regulariza-
tion methods such as weighted-TV [26] could also be used to improve the
MRSI reconstruction.
To improve our simultaneous QSM and MRSI method’s robustness to
intrascan motion and frequency drift, we incorporated a novel motion and
frequency drift navigator into our acquisition and showed that by using the
unsuppressed water signal, we were able to estimate and correct for intrascan
motion. In future work, the trajectory of this multi-orbital motion navigator
could be optimized to reduce the navigator acquisition time. Additionally,
eddy current-induced trajectory inconsistencies between the navigator data
and the MRSI data could be measured and corrected for to provide improved
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motion estimation accuracy.
We also developed an alternative motion correction scheme, which uses a
simple navigator, consisting of three linear readouts, acquired at the end of
each MRSI excitation to detect motion. Unlike our other motion correction
scheme, the data from this navigator cannot be used to provide accurate mo-
tion parameter estimates, and so is only used for motion detection. Instead
of correcting the motion-corrupted readouts, these data are removed and
replaced using a coil-sensitivity-based interpolation scheme. By formulating
the motion correction problem as a detection and unaliasing problem, instead
of an estimation problem, this alternative method is inherently more robust
to sources of error such as motion-induced B0 field-inhomogeneity changes
and k-space trajectory non-idealities.
This second motion correction scheme is ideal for scenarios where the in-
trascan motion is limited to short, temporally separated movements, which
result in a sparse undersampling patterns in k-space (see Fig. 3.13). Large
continuous motions which would result in large regions of k-space being un-
dersampled would be much harder to correct for. This problem can be re-
duced by randomizing the k-space ordering so that larger motions result in
sparser undersampling patterns; however, situations in which undersampling
is already incorporated into the acquisition for the purposes of acceleration
will still be difficult to correct.
Future development of the motion correction schemes may therefore in-
clude an integration of the two methods. The multi-orbital trajectory of the
first method may be optimized so that it can be included at the end of each
MRSI readout to provide a more comprehensive estimate of the motion at
each phase-encoding location. More advanced acquisition schemes could also
be designed that use data from the simple linear navigators to provide real-
time motion detection. By only acquiring multi-orbital navigator data when
motion is detected, the time spent on motion tracking could be minimized.
Prospective motion correction methods could also be investigated, and more
advanced methods for sensitivity map estimation methods could be used to
enable accurate sensitivity map estimation from the motion-corrupted data,
thereby removing the need for additional coil-sensitivity estimation scans.
In the second avenue of research pursued in this work, we developed
a novel molecule-based subspace model to enable dynamic 31P-MRSI. This
model, which can be viewed as a higher-order extension of the PS model,
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utilized a subspace-based representation of the dynamic spectroscopic signals
from each MR-observable molecule. The use of partial separability to model
both the spectroscopic and temporal variation of molecular signals as well as
the incorporation of additional a priori physical and biological information
into the subspace learning process, provided a dramatic reduction in the
degrees-of-freedom needed to represent the dynamic spectroscopic image.
In vivo, in vitro, and in silico experiments were used to demonstrate the
unprecedented combination of spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions en-
abled as a result of the degree-of-freedom reduction. Specifically, preclinical
in vivo and in vitro results have shown that the method is able to reliably
generate metabolic maps of PCr, ATP, and Pi in rat hindlimb at spatial and
temporal resolutions of 4×4×2 mm3 and 1.28 s/frame, respectively. In vivo
results from a preliminary extension of the method to clinical studies, have
also shown that the method can provide reliable dynamic metabolic maps
of the human calf at spatial resolutions of 10 × 10 × 17 mm3 with 11.5 s
frame-rates. Additionally, simulation studies have indicated that reliable
PCr resynthesis time-constant maps can be obtained by fitting the dynamic
PCr maps produced by this method during preclinical stimulation-recovery
experiments performed on rats.
A key component of our dynamic 31P-MRSI method was the use of learned
spectral and temporal subspaces. In the current work, the spectral subspace
was obtained from CSI data acquired with each experiment; however, in
future work the spectral subspace can be learned from separately acquired
training data, as was used for temporal subspace learning in our preclinical
stimulation-recovery experiments. In general, the subspace training data do
not need to be acquired on a per-subject or per-experiment basis, but can
be obtained from empirical distributions of basis function parameters [127].
The incorporation of multi-channel acquisition or the use of dual-tuned
1H/31P coils may also lead to significant improvements in SNR as well as
robustness to intrascan motion and B0 field inhomogeneity changes. Using
dual-tuned 1H/31P coils it may be possible to interleave 1H reference im-
ages into our dynamic 31P-MRSI acquisition. This would enable us to model
dynamic changes in subject support (i.e. motion) and ∆B0, which would sig-
nificantly reduce reconstruction artifacts and provide greater reproducibility.
Future work may also include the extension of this method to other nuclei
such as 13C. Like 31P spectra, 13C spectra obtained from tissue metabolizing
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13C-enriched substrate have simple spectral structures and are free of con-
tamination by nuisance signals. As such, the imaging methodology proposed
in this work is directly applicable to 13C-MRSI methods; preliminary stud-
ies have already demonstrated the advantages of using PS-based models for
13C-MRSI [150].
Because of their ability to provide high-resolution mapping of metabolic
biomarkers, the methods proposed in this work for simultaneous QSM and
1H-MRSI as well as dynamic 31P-MRSI may prove useful for a variety of
future clinical and research studies. In addition to providing new opportu-
nities for gaining mechanistic understandings of metabolic function, disease
progression, and treatment efficacy, the ability to noninvasively observe tis-
sue metabolism may pave the way towards predictive medicine since changes
in metabolism often occur long before the larger structural changes that can




A.1 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound Analysis of
Mono-Exponential Time-Constant Estimation
The Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is a lower bound for unbiased esti-
mators. For signals satisfying a set of regularity assumptions [151] the CRLB










where Pθ is the probability distribution of the measured data given the true
parameter value θ.
In this section we are concerned with estimating the recovery time-constant
τ of a mono-exponential signal given a noisy sample vector s ∈ RN of the
form
s = 1− e−t/τ +w, (A.2)
where t is the vector of sample times and w is a random variable with a
mean-zero multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix C, i.e.







where T denotes the transpose operation.
With this setup, the probability distribution of the data given the true
parameter τ is










µ(τ) = 1− e−t/τ . (A.5)








(s− µ(τ))TC−1(s− µ(τ)). (A.6)
Upon taking the first partial derivative we have
− ∂
∂τ
lnPτ = (s− µ(τ))TC−1 ∂∂τ (s− µ(τ))




where we have used the fact that C−1 is symmetric. Next we take the second



















Notice that when we take the expectation with respect to τ , the second
term disappears because the expectation of s is µ(τ). Given this observation,




µ(τ)) = − 1
τ 2
t ◦ e−t/τ , (A.9)












Hence, we see that the variance of an unbiased estimator Var(τ̂) must satisfy
Var(τ̂) ≥ τ
4
(t ◦ e−t/τ )T C−1 (t ◦ e−t/τ )
. (A.11)
Using the Information Inequality [151], we can also extend this result for
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biased estimators with bias b(τ). In this case the bound becomes
Var(τ̂) ≥
τ 4(1 + ∂
∂τ
b(τ))2
(t ◦ e−t/τ )T C−1 (t ◦ e−t/τ )
. (A.12)
A.1.1 Extensions to Other Models
It is useful to note that the exact form of the signal (i.e. 1 − e−t/τ ) only











Thus we see that for mean-zero noise, µ(τ) represents the signal model, which
makes Eq. (A.13) readily applicable to other models corrupted by mean-zero
multivariant Gaussian noise.
A.1.2 Effect of Subspace Projection Before Estimation
One scenario that is particularly relevant to this work is when the measured
data is first projected onto a learned subspace prior to estimation. Let the set
of orthonormal vectors {φl}Ll=1 form the bases of our L-dimensional subspace,
and furthmore, assume that the noise vector w is i.i.d Gaussian noise, i.e.
w ∼ N (0, σ2I).
We can decompose our signal model µ(τ) into two parts, one in the




alφl + ε(τ), (A.14)
where, φTl ε = 0 for all l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}. With this decomposition, the
projection of the measured signal, s = µ(τ) +w, onto the learned subspace
can be written as
s′ = µ(τ)− ε(τ) + ΦΦTw, (A.15)
where Φ = (φ1,φ2, . . . ,φL). The projected signal therefore has a new mean
of
µ′(τ) = µ(τ)− ε(τ) (A.16)
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and correlated multivariate Gaussian noise w′ = ΦΦTw, with covariance
matrix
C ′ = σ2ΦΦT . (A.17)
In practice, it is often the case that the projection operation is only useful
if the dimension of the subspace is less than the number of samples, i.e L < N .
In this case C ′ is low rank, and the projected noise now has a degenerate
probability distribution







where det†(·) is the pseudo determinent, and C ′† is the Moore-Penrose pseudo


































we can see that the change in Iτ is proportional to
∂
∂τ
ε(τ). Therefore, if we
choose our bases so that ∂
∂τ
ε(τ) is small, then the effect of the projection op-
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